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An important centennial anniversary will occur in Ontario's archaeological
history in 1987. The Ontario Archaeological Society intends to suitably mark
the one hundredth year of funding of archaeology in the Province by the On-
tario government.

In 1887 the Ontario government first began funding the fieldwork, curation
and publication activities of the Canadian Institute and David Boyle. One
result was the commencement that year of the Annual Archaeological Reports of
Ontario series. Under the stimulus of Ontario government funding these ac-
tivities flourished and evolved in ways which could not have been possible
otherwise. In the same tradition, this Society today receives substantial
financial and other assistance from Ontario towards its provision of services
to i ts members .

The Society wishes to recognize this centennary with one or more sui table
projects. Members are invited to define a need in Ontario archaeology that
can be completed in or before 1987, to be completed by an individual member,
a Chapter and/or the Society as a whole. The Society may financially assist
a suitable project, or assist in obtaining financial support for it. It may
also award a prize or prizes for valuable ideas, including free 1987 member-
ships or cash equivalent.

Mem~rs should sUhmi~ their ideas in writing to the Society's 1987 Centennial
~o~lttee, The Onta:lo Archaeological Society (Inc.), Box 241, Postal Station
P , Toronto, Ontarlo M5S 2S8, and watch ARCHNOTESfor further news.



As of May 7, 1986, the Ontario Archaeological Society had 685 members. We
are the largest archaeological body in the country and by size alone we should
be a consi,:erable heritage lobby group. We are one of the four most respec-
ted and influential non-government heritage bodies. The Honourable Lily
Munro, Minister of Citizenship and Culture thinks highly enough of our Society
that she has provisionally agreed to address us at our forthcoming symposium
banquet. Our members represent most parts of the province (we are still weak
in many parts of Northern Ontario) and our publications are requested inter-
na ti ona lly.

Unfortunately, we are a.thinly spread organization, and the interests of our
members are extremely diverse both geographically and intellectually. The
role of the Society is not clearly perceived, even though as members we all
agree to abide by the aims of the Society as set out by the Constitution1.
Interpretations of what the Society should or should not be doing are not ex-
plicitly delineated, and internal differences of opinion arise. Society po-
licy, based on the accumulation of decisions by members over a 35 year period,
has not been passed on successfully to succeeding members. Although a policy
manual was begun by the Society Executive at least four years ago, it has not
been finished (not surprising since the changes to the Constitution took two
years during that same period). It is not unexpected, therefore, that we can-
not present a unified voice - one which expresses the interests (or purpose)
of the Society beyond that set out by the Constitution.

There is a need for a strong unified voice for the Society, a voice which goes
beyond individual interests. This voice must be heard in support of provin-
cial heritage interests (as in the revisions to the Ontario Heritage Act now
being worked on by the Ministry of Citizenship and Culture and promised for
the end of 1987)2. However, we compete for the attentions (and money) of the
provincial and federal governments. Our concerns and interests pale when com-
pared with more pressing social issues (jobs, housing, hunger, pollution) yet
we must compete with these lobby groups who would also ask for public support
and financing. The interest of archaeological groups is becoming more spe-
cialized (e.g. underwater archaeology, industrial archaeology) and we must con-
sider the ramifications of this. Archaeologists labeled "Historical" and
"Prehistorical", urban and non-urban, professional and amateur, all have spe-
cific interests. There are those concerned with specific regions - to the
level of county, municipality or river drainage basin. There are those who
want only to read or hear about archaeology, and there are those who wish to
take an active role. There are those who want to be eclectic in their learn-
ings about archaeology, and there are those who restrict their interests to a
specific artifact type from a specific time period. The Society grapples with
the political, financial and ideaological issues of archaeology in Ontario,
while attempting to meet the desires of the individual members.

To cope with this dilerrma, the OAS has evolved in a manner unique to any other
heritage organization in the province. The Society originated as a small group



of like-minded individuals who primarily live? in the Toront? area, but who
were interested in the prehistory of the provlnce. Member~hl~ ~rew an? be-
came more geographically dispersed. In 1971 a nuc~eus of.lndlvldua~s .l~ the
Ottawa area, wishing to be part of the OAS b~t havlng thelr own actlvltles
and meetings, formed the first Chapter. Untll 1982 both the Chapters and the
Society held monthly meetings; since 1982 there.has bee~ only one a~nual So-
ciety meeting - the Symposium. There are n?w s~x nuclel of people lnterested
in archaeology, who also agree to the Co~stltutlon of the OAS and who, on
their own initiative, applied to the Soclety for Chapte~ st~tus.(one of the
requirements of Chapter status under the revlsed ConstltutlOn lS that all
members should be members of the OAS - ARTICLE XV: 6.) We have 685 members
who have agreed to abide by the Constitution: 39% of whom wish the added
benefits of belonging to Chapters (the size of these Chapters ranges from 3%
to 9% of the total membership); 61% have no immediate affiliation with a
Chapter; and 20% live outside the province.
Since 1982 (the founding of the,Toronto Chapter) the Executive has divorced
itself from its central population base and has encouraged the Chapters to
address the immediate interests of their members (e.g. weekend digs, courses,
wo~kshops, lectures, social events). The Executive has still conducted bus
tours (as have Chapters) and annual overseas trips.
The first grants to assist Chapters were made in 1979 ($400) but no budget
provision was made for that money. Chapter grant requests for budgeted allo-
cations were made in 1980 ($692), 1981 ($150), 1982 ($400) and 1983 ($210.84).
In 1984 $200 was sent to each of the Chapters without formal requests for
submissions for money. In 1985 $600 was allocated, of which $375 was ap-
plied for and received within that year. In 1986 $600 has been set aside
(recently increased to $1200 due to unbudgeted Society credits) and the six
Chapters are strongly encouraged to submit grant requests to help defray
capital expenses.
Under ARTICLE V of the Constitution the affairs of the Society are managed by
five annually elected volunteer Board members. The Arch Notes Editor, the
paid Administrator, Committee Heads, and Chapter representatives attend Soci-
ety Executive Meetings but are not members of the Executive. The Executive
represents the interests of the Society but draws upon Society volunteers for
specific tasks (i .e. Committees). A number of Committees are being formed:
Annual Symposium, Advocacy, Awards, Election Nominations, Education, Publicity,
Public Relations, Constitution Revision, Inter-Society Communication, Publi-
cations, and Policy Manual. Chapter Executives have been asked via the Execu-
tive Minutes to solicit volunteers, but any member of the Society can volun-
teer for any of these committees. The Society Executive will assist members
to formulate suggestions for Society implementation but, contrary to some
Society members ideas, we do not have a body of people to immediately draw
upon; nor do the Executive members have the time to administer all of these
proposed prugrammes. We need the commitment of volunteers from allover the
province, or these proposals will lie dormant.
Society grant requests, to help supplement membership fees, are applied for



annually, but most of our granting bodies request forecasted 3-year budget
programmes. Most money is put towards pUbliyations, administrator wages (part
time), and over-head expenses. All money is closely budgeted, and there is
no bottomless pit for new non-budgeted programmes. Constructive suggestions
by members have been made recently for increased society travel funds to So-
ciety representatives, travelling displays, and increased Chapter grants.
These suggestions require input from the membership, and we offer the Society
the opportunity to propose resolutions for spending allocations and adminis-
trative programmes at the annual business meeting. The ramifications of
budget priorities, staffing, overhead costs, etc., should be considered for
all budget proposals. All recommendations will be considered by the Execu-
tive and can be proposed at the October business meeting. Most grant appli-
cations must be made before that date, so accepted proposals can only be
acted upon in 1987.
One of the most involved matters which has arisen since March is an expression
concerning a lack of communication between the Chapters and the Society Execu-
tive. I hasten to add that the Chapter membership is 39% of the Society, so
perhaps this concern should be extended to all members. Since 1973 members
have been given the occasion to put forward recommendations for Society action,
re-action or change at the annual business meeting. Prior to 1982 monthly
membership meetings were held in Toronto, but w¥h the creation of the Toron-
to Chapter comments could only be addressed directly to the Society Executive
or via the Chapters. The Society has always, and continues to welcome recom-
mendations and proposals for change. All correspondence can continue to be
addressed to the Society Executive. Arch Notes also offers all members an
occasion to address the membership in an open forum.
The Chapters have additional lines of communication with the Society. Since
1972 the minutes of the Society Executive have been sent to the Chapter Execu-
tives. The Executives are asked to pass on relevant information to the So-
ciety members of their Chapters. The Society Executive in return has asked
for Chapter Executive and General Meeting minutes, so that events of the Chap-
ters, or Chapter comments, could be passed on to others via the Society min-
utes. Since the hiring of the part-time administrator, one of his functions
has been to telephone or to write the Chapters concerning their events. How-
ever, even with these existing mechanisms, dialogue between the Society and
the Chapters remains a serious problem which must be faced. Since 1980 an
annual President's meeting has been held at the symposium, which offers Chap-
ter representatives an occasion to address each other on mutual issues. This
year's meeting is Friday, October 24, 1986, and representatives from all Chap-
ters are asked to bring resolutions from their Chapters which can be tabled
at the bwsiness meeting on October 25, 1986. Recommendations for votes on
policy and amendments to the Constitution are particularly welcome.
It is essential that the roles of the Society, members, and Chapters be clari-
fied and expressed in writing, rather than as continuing as unwritten policy
or assumptions. The activities of the members in various regions need to be
publicized and encouraged. Lastly, we need to show that we are a unified,



independent institution interested in archaeology in the province, wi th cen-
tres of individuals committed both to the goals of the Society and of the
Chapter. The Society needs to be responsive to the needs and desires of its
members. To this end we need your voice and your actions. Volunteer to give
a lecture, write an article, join a Committee, run for an Executive position,
help at the Symposium. or simply support the activities of the Society and
the Cha pters .

1. Arch Notes 84-3: 19-27, or from the OAS Adm'inistrator.
2. Carl Thorpe, Manager, Heritage Programme M.C.C., to Ontario

Heritage Act Committee May 15, 1986.

Collaboration between Simon Fraser University, the National Museum of Man and
the i~ational Museum of Natural Sciences has produced new radiocarbon dates
that may pertain to the first colonization of North America.
Thirty-six bones from Old Crow Basin in the northern Yukon Territory were
dated by means of a new technique called accelerator mass spectrometry (M~S).
T~e AMS technique permits testing of much smaller samples than are required
for conventional radiocarbon dating. A single bone can be dated several
times, and sepa rate tests can be run on diffe rent sources of radioca rbon with-
in the bone.
The most famous bone from Old Crow Basin is a caribou tibia that had been
fashioned irto a fleshing tool. The flesher was originally dated to 27,000
years 01 d and was therefore thought to have been made during the last Ice Age.
This date was based on carbon from the inorganic portion of the bone.
The new AMS dates were based on carbon from the organic portions of the bones.
The flesher, two antler wedges, and a caribou antler billet (a hammer used for
flaking stone) dated to less than 3,000 years old, showing that they are much
more recent than the last Ice Age. The age obtained for the flesher is al-
~st 26,000 years younger than that originally measured, and the discrepancy
lS thought to be due to massive contamination of the inorganic portion bygroundwater carbonates.
Most of the other 32 bones have been identified as mammoth, and they gave ex-
pected resul ts indicating that they belong to the last Ice Age. Most of them
?ated to between 2~,000 and 40,000 years old. Some of these bones have been
lnterpre;ed as artlfacts, suggesting that people spread into the northernYukon be,are 25,000 years ago.



Licences issued by the Ministry of Citizenship and Culture and/or reconrnended
for approval by the Archaeological Committee.

Algonquin Associates
(Ann Ba 1me r)
Archaeological Services
Inc. (R. Williamson)
Archaeology Unlimited
(J. Chism)
Arthurs, Dave
Ballantine, Thomas R.

Carru"thers, Peter
Cassavoy, Kenneth

Conway, Thor
Daechse1, Hugh
Fitzgerald, vI. R.
Garrad, Charles

Gilchrist, David
Graves, John
Gregory, Fred
Hill, Matthew

86-30
86-18

86-32
86-33

86-36
86-37

86-38
86-20
86-39
86-21

86-41
86-40
86-42
86-43

Conservation, District of Rainy
River
Consulting, Province of Ontario

Conservation, Northcentral Region
Consulting, South Central and Eas-
tern Region
Conservation, Region of Haldimand-
Norfolk
Survey and excavation, Sawguin Is-
1and
Conservation, Southcentra1 Region
Continued research at Red Horse
Lake Portage
Conservation, Northeastern Region
Continued research on Moira River
Continued research at Morriston Site
Conservation, Townships of Colling-
wood, Nottawasaga in respective
coun ties of Grey, Dufferi n, an d
Simcoe
Underwater survey, Lion's Head Wreck
Conservation, Don Valley
Underwater survey, Lillie Parsons
Field School and excavation, New
Aberdeen
Consulting, Northcentral Region



Appl icant
Hurley, .1. and
Do ros zen ko, Dena
Hutchinson, Albert
Jackson, Laurie

Janusas, Scarlett
Kapches, t'iima
Kirby, t,1icnael
Knight, Dean

Kn ight, Dean
Lambert, Peter

Latta, Martha
Legate, Timothy
Lennox, Paul
Luti ck, Gregory

Maitland, Ronald
Marshall, GEorge

Ministry of Citizenship
and Cul ture, Southwes t
Offi ce
Mullings, Kenneth

Museum of Indian
Archaecrlogy
Museum of Indian
Archaeology

Licence
86-45

86-46
86-47

86-49
86-26
86-22
86-68

'86-69
86-50

86-52
86-53
86-54

86-23
86-57

Project
Excavation, Southwest Campus, Uni-
vers ity of Toronto
Survey, Lake Abitibi
Conservation, Northumberland
County
Underwater survey, Sligo and Lyman
B. Davis
Consul ting, Province of Ontario
Conservation, Province of Ontario
Conservation, Beaver Valley Region
Field School, Ball Site, Simcoe
County
Consulting, Province of Ontario
Conservation, Northwest and North-
central Regions
Survey, Collingwood and Nottawasaga

'Townships, Grey and Simcoe Counties
Field School, Auger Site (BdGw-3)
Underwater survey, Renfrew County
Consulting, Southern Ontario
Excavation, Ste. Marie-Among-the-
Hurons
Consulting, Province of Ontario
Conservation, Region of Hamilton-
\'len tl-lOrthand Brant Coun ty
Excavation and survey, Onei da Set-
tlernent, 1'1iddlesex County
Underwater survev, Lake Ontario,
Georgian Bay and' Kawartha Lakes

Unden1ater survey, Cedardale East
Wreck
Consulting, Province of Ontario

Continued excavation Keefer Site
(AkGv-14)



Applicant
Museum of Indian
Archaeology
Museum of Indian
Archaeology
Nixon, Charles

Pelleck, John
Pendergast, James
Ramsden, Peter G.

Re id, C. S. (Paddy)
Riley, Paul

Settlement Surveys
(Dr. J. Pollock)
Stewart, Joe

Steinbring, Jack
Sut ton, Rick

Toronto Board of
Education
Vandermaas, Christian
Varney, W. J.

Wall, Robert D.
Wright, Phillip

86-28
86-65
86-66

86-78
86-67

86-72
86-73

86-75
86-29

86-76
86-77

Project
Crawford Lake Area Survey

Field School, Winking Bell Site
(AiHa-20)
Conservation, Counties of Brant,
Oxford and Region of Waterloo
Survey, Puslinch Township, Welling-
ton County
Continued research at Ballinamore
Site (DkKp-9)
Consulting, Northwes t Regi on
Excavation, Maynard Site (BeFv-1)
Survey, Regions of Halton, Peel,
Hamilton-Wentworth and Victoria
County
Conservation, Northwest Region

Conservation, Northwest Region
Underwater survey, Fathum Five Pro-
vincial Park
Consulting, Province of Ontario

Field School, Biloski Site (DcJh-9)
and Conservation, Northcentral Region
Excavation, Rush Bay
Test excavation, Bark Site (BbGp-12)
and Survey, Victori a and Peterborough
Counties
Field School, Ryerson Senior Public
School
Underwater survey, H.M.S. Ontario
Underwater survey, Narrow Island
Wreck
Survey, Lake-of-the-Woods area
Conservation, Eastern Region and
Underwa ter Survey, Provi nce of On ta-
rio



The Ontario Archaeological Society
INC.

ONTARIO ARCHAEOLOGY
AND THE

PLANNINGPROCESS

at the

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education (O.I.S.E.)
252 Bloor Street West

Toronto, Ontario

The theme of this year's programme focusses on archaeological planning by the
public and private sectors. Two sessions will present urban and rural per-
spectives concerning the management of archaeological resources and avenues
of mitigation in the face of rapid development across the province. Partici-
pants will address the question of how Ontario archaeologists, developers,
government agencies, municipalities, the public and other heritage groups
interact. An open session will allow contributed papers on current research
in Ontario Archaeology. Abstracts (150 word maximum) of proposed papers are
reques ted pri or to thei r acceptance by July 1, 1986.

A cash bar, banquet and dance will be held the evening of Saturday, October
25,1986. The Honourable Lily Munro, Minister of Citizenship and Culture,
has tentatively agreed to address the Society as banquet speaker.

Pre-registration flyers will be sent out with the July/August issue of Arch
Notes. Pre-registration fee for the one and a half days of papers will be
$12:00 ($9.00 for full-time students). Unregistered cost on the day will be
$15.00.

Tickets for the Saturday evening banquet, with guest speaker and Disco to fol-
low, will be $25.00 each.

Will members wishing to raise any matters at the Annual Business Meeting (to
be hel d on the Saturday afternoon) please fon-Iard these, in the form of reso-
lutions, to the O.A.S. office before October 1 for inclusion in the business
meeting agenda.

For further information, contact: 1986 O.A.S. Symposium Committee, P. O. Box
241, Postal Station "P", Toronto, Ontario M5S 258.



1886 - 1986
THE CENTENNIAL (?) OF THE DISCOVERY

OF THE WITHROW SITE

,
By; Mima Kapches

New World Archaeology
Royal Ontario Museum

The year 1986 marks the known centennial of the discovery of the Withrow site
in the City of Toronto. But what exactly is known about the site is far from
clear from the documentary sources available. Neither is it certain that the
site was "first discovered" by archaeologists in 1886, an earlier date is pos-
sible. In this brief research note I will outl ine and summarize the data on
the site.

The Withrow site (AkGu-l) was located at Withrow and Broadview Avenues in the
City of Toronto, north of Gerrard, and northeast of the Don Jail. Facing west
over the Don River on a high point of sandy soil the site afforded an excel-
lent vista of the Don Valley (Figure 1).
The first published references to the Withrow Site appeared on June 28, 1886:
one in the Toronto Evening Telegram:

Indian Relics in Toronto
As many of our readers are aware the Cartadian Institute having
undertaken the formation of an Archaeological Museum has succeeded
in collecting a large quantity of valuable material which is now
arranged in cases for exhibition. The recent find on Withrow Av-
enue has enabled the society to add somewhat to the store.
Last Friday Mr. David Boyle, for the Institute engaged labourers
and made a thorough exploration of the ossuary. It is situated
on the highest point of land east of the jail. The soil is sandy
and easily dug. Upwards of 30 skeletons seem to have been buried
in one pit, and as many more in another a few yards off. All the
evi dences go to show that the bodies had been brought from former
burial places and thrown in here somewhat promiscuously-perhaps
hastily. Not many implements or ornaments were found in the
graves.
Of beads, frequently so numerous there were none. Mr. Boyle, how-
ever, secured for the Institute's cabinet one very beautiful small
stone axe, one stone chisel blade-thin slate, one fragment of a
"banner stone," one stone knife, with hole in one end, two small
stone chisels, or skinners, one barbed arrow-head.
Except the first, all these are of slate. In addi tion to these
are'a fl int "scraper" and several fragments of very thin basket



pottery, also a brass instrument of pale~face manufacture.
The collection of skulls secured is very good. Twelve were
secured, most of which are in excellent condition as also
are the leg bones, some of which indicate "Lo's" tolerably
large satute lstature7l.

The other, Monday June 28, 1886 in the Toronto Mail:
Indian Relics

As soon as it became known that Withrow Avenue had been the
site of an old Indian cemetary, Messrs. Vandersmissen and
Boyle, of the Canadian Institute, took immediate steps to
secure all that could be had for the Archaeological Museum.
On Friday Mr. Boyle engaged men to explore the site thor-
oughly and with so much success that the following objects
have been added to collection:
12 skulls, several perfect femors and tibias, 1 stone toma-
hawk, 3 chisels, 1 knife, perforated at one end, 1 barbed
arrowhead, and a number of small pieces of pottery. It is
a great pi ty that the parsimoniousness of the Provincial
Government prevents the Institute from making such a collec-
tion as it will speedily be impossible to form at any cost.

References to the finds at Withrow are present in the several issues of the
Annual Archaeological Reports of Ontario (AARO's). The first reference is
from the AARO for 1886-87, under slate spear heads there is the description of
a "specimen found by Prof. Vandersmissen and myself on Withrow Avenue, Toronto,
where workmen were engaged in making the roadbed". (1888, page 38).

The AARO for 1888 illustrates a drilled slate knife:
There can scarcely be any doubt that Fig. 46 was intended
to be used in the dressing of skins. The material is
slate, and the lower edge has been sharpened by rubbing or
grinding wholly from one side-like a carperter's chisel.
The hole was for convenience in carrying. Fig. 46 is
nearly a perfect specimen in every respect, and is espec-
ially interesting as having been found within the city
limits. It was taken from a cutting on Withrow Avenue by
Prof. W. H. VanderSmissen and myself in the summer of
1887. (1889, p. 35).

The 1887 date is certainly incorrect based on the previous references.
In the AARO for 1888-89 there is a description of the items in the cases in
t~2 Museum. In Wall Case 4, items 3, 5, 6, 19, 20 and 22 are crania from
vil throw .Avenue, Toronto. Three of the crania (nos. 3, 5, and 6) are from the
collectlon of E. A. MacDonald (1890, p. 99).

In the "Catalogue of specimens in the Ontario Archaeological Museum, Toronto"





(1897) several specimens are listed in the collections from the Withrow site:

2322 Stone axe, Withrow Ayenue, (CitYL
2357 Stone chisel, Withrow Ayenue, "
2358 Stone chisel, Withrow Avenue, II

2371 Stone chisel, Withrow Avenue, II

3775 Slate knife, Withrow Avenue, Toronto
3789 Slate knife, Withrow Avenue, Toronto

12,462 - 12,465 Skulls, Withrow Avenue, Toronto, E. A. Macdonald
12,502 - 12,503 Skulls, Withrow Avenue, Toronta, E. A. Macdonald

(1) the interment event is tenned an ossuary, two pits are
described;

(2) 30 skeletons in one. pit, as many in the other;
(3) not many implements in the graves;
(4) a small collection of slate artifacts were recovered;
(5) "very thin basket potter'Y" was found; and
(6) a brass ornament of European manufacture was present;

Of the artifacts and specimens described and listed in the AARO's the follow-
ing items remain the the ROMcollections.

3775
2371
3789
886.1.
886.1. 2
894.4. 9
894.4.10

a barbed, ground slate point
a fragment of an axe head, and
a slate knife fragment, perforated,
p. 35)
NS 12462 skull,
NS 12463 sku 11,
NS 12502 skull,
NS 12503 skull,

Withrow Avenue,
Withrow Avenue,
Withrow Avenue,
Withrow Avenue,

Toronto
Toronto
Toron to
Toronto

The variety of artifacts described in the Evening Telegram article indicate
several time periods for the occupations of the site. Mainly, Late Archaic
(slate point and knife), possibly Initial Woodland (represented by the basket-
pottery), pre-historic Iroquoian (the ossuary intennents, with few grave goods),
and European (the brass ornament). On the basis of these data one can conclude
that the Withrow Site was multi-component, with campsites from several time
periods, and with an Iroquoian cemetary component.

This multi-component argument is strengthened by an article that appeared in
the Toronto Evening Telegram in May 12, 1887:

Indian Relics

A labouring man employed in digging a garden at the southeast
(side ?) of Broadview Avenue and Smi th Street yesterday after-
noon came upon a tin box containing two fully/developed human



skulls. One of the skulls was in several fragments the
other and larger skull was entire. Tpe condition of the
teeth would indicate that the original owners' were of
mature age at the (time?) of their decease. The relics
are in the possession of Ald. F. W. Macdonald's foreman.
Upwards of 400 skulls with the tibia and femora were dug
up about a year (?) a distance of about 100 yards east of
this spot. A slate hatchet and a number of Indian (?) were
found at the same time and place it is probable that this
locality was the site of an Indian burial ground.

(Authors Note: The very poor quality of the microfiche of this article
rendered some words indecipherable, these words are shown
by a question mark in parenthesis. Words that are question-
able are shown within brackets accompanied by a question
mark).

A survey of the present map of the City of Toronto reveals no Smith Street
in the vicinity of Withrow Avenue. In the AARO for 1911, under the Additions
to the Museum 1909, the following statement is present:

30696 - Skull - Dug up about 20 years ag~, on Smith Street
(now Riverdale Avenue). Presented to the late Louis
Kribbs, of the Empire, and remained over his office
door till the amalgamation of the paper with the
Daily Mail, when it was given to Sol. Cassidy, by
one of the Empire staff. Presented by Sol. Cassidy
(p. 99).

Riverdale Street is one street south of Withrow running off Broadview Avenue.
The cranium, no. 909.69.1, is in the ROM collections.
Was the Riverdale find related to the Withrow site? It is possible that two
of the hundred skulls at Withrow not collected by Boyle were stored in a tin
box and returned to the site vicinity for reburial by a local artifact col-
lector. Alternatively, they could be historic crania buried during a dis-
crete interment event at one of the Withrow - Riverdale campsites. That the
several campsites on Withrow extended south to Riverdale does not seem un-
feasible. However, the question of the cultural identity of the Riverdale
crania, and those from Withrow, will have to wait until the results of re-
search currently being conducted by Dr. Shelly R. Saunders of McMaster Uni-
versity is completed.
Having proceeded thus far on the documentary research on the Withrow site it
seemed possible to go no further. What was needed for additional information
was "eyewitness or secondhand accounts". But, where were they to be found
100 years after discovery? The archaeological notebooks of Andrew F. Hunter
on file at the ROM, provided new insight on the si te.
In his Notebook No.4, site no. 11 of York county, the Withrow site (p. 114),



was mentioned. The newspaper article that appeared in the Mail on June 28,
1886 was transcribed. At the end of this entry Hunter added "Mr. Boyle in-
forms me that no traces of European intercourse were found". Further, in
Hunter's V-ork County Notebook, the Mail article is repeated with the addition
of other comments: "Village site and burial ground. (Iso'lated graves; not
in an ossuary)". As well, he adds:

Miss Gladys Black, June 26, 1918: - "The place where the
remains were found on Withrow Avenue was on the north
side of the street between house No. 16 and the Withrow
Avenue School."

Hunter's comments suggest that the details of the newspaper accounts may be
incotTect. Although this is not surprising it is difficult to resolve the
differences between Hunter's and the newspaper accounts after so many years.
Certainly the artifacts in the ROM's collections indicate an older, pre-
Iroquoian, date for the site. Single, or isolated graves, would be the ex-
pected intennent pattern for this period. However, the fact that mul tiple
burials in pits are mentioned in the articles of the Evening Telegram, pub-
1ished one year apart, lends evidence to the Iroquoian ossuary possibil i ty.
In considering the range of artifactural materials reported from the si te it
is even conceivable that two burial patterns are represented. Perhaps, the
analysis of the cranial material will shed some 1ight on this problem.

The statement that "no traces of European intercourse were found" seems to
negate the comment that a"brass ornament of pale face manufacture" was found.
However, it is possible that a modern European object was found during the
road building work whi·ch did not directly relate to the native context. As
suggested above, the discovery on Riverdale Avenue may relate to a recent
depositional event and not to native interment actjvities at the site, There-
fore, it is possible that there was no European occupation at the site.

Apparently Hunter visited the site location in 1918 with Miss Black. Today,
no. 16 Withrow Avenue no longer stands, it has been absorbed into the develop-
ment of the new Withrow Public School and associated playground area. Since
road building activities first discovered and damaged the site, additional
construction has made the likelihood of any site remaining extremely limited.

In my introduction I made the point that 1886 - 1986 is the documented centen-
nial of the discovery of the Withrow site. Thus alluding to the possibility
that the site was know prior to the 1886 date. Certainly in 1886 other sites
were known and collected in what is now metropolitan Toronto. Charles A.
Hirschfelder, of Toronto, actively worked in York County and York Township.
One of his discoveries at the Baby Farm site,overlooking the Humber River,
in 1885 generated quite a lot of press for the time (see r~, Kapches, "What
the People Said: An Archaeological Exchange Revisited", Archaeological
Newsletter, No. 213, 1983, Royal Ontario Museum).

I am currently researching C. A. Hirschfelder's archaeological career. In



March of 1884 Hirschfelder sold his very sU9stantial artifact collection to
the Dominion Museum in Ottawa for the enormous (even by today's standards)
sum of $4,000. Over 700 items remain in the collection of the Archaeological
Survey of Canada, of which less than 100 are from York County. The catalogue
of this collection was made available to me. Unfor~unatcly, it is not ex-
tremely detailed, lot and concessions, or site names are not mentioned.

Of interest are seventeen entries from the "Oon River or the mouth of the Don
River, near Toronto". Some items listed include, a bird amulet, a stone tube,
a flat object made of slate and pointed at one end, and a long chisel like
object made of black schistose slate. These items in particular would not be
typologically out of place compared to the small ROMcollection from Withrow.
Other items on the list from the Don River area include; axes, adzes, drills,
scrapers, bone heads, an awl, and a pottery pipe. These·too, would fit with-
in the general description of artifacts recovered during the 1886 work at the
site. A detailed study of these artifacts will be made in the fall.

Apart from typologically similar artifacts I have two additional reasons for
wondering if this part of Hirschfelder's collection is from the Withrow site.
First, there are no other sites known on the Don River south of the Withrow
site that can be interpreted as being at the "~uth of the Don". Second, in
other entries in the catalogue Hirschfelder's collection from the Baby Farm
site is referred to as being at the mouth of the Humber River. The Baby site
and the Withrow site are about the same distance north of Lake Ontario, ca
1.5 km, neither are at the exact mouth of their respective rivers. It is
possible that the general reference of site location used at the Baby Farm
was also used at the Withrow site.

Unless a more detailed catalogue of the Hirschfelder collection is discovered,
one apparently existed according to my research, it is not possible to state
definately that the Withrow site is represented in the Don River materials.
However, based on Hirschfelder's wide ranging work in the City I think it is
a possibil ity that cannot be completely disregarded. Therefore, my query
about 1886 as the first date of the discovery of the site. It is possible
that it was known and collected by Hirschfel der prior to 1884.

In summary then, the details of the Withrow site are not as straight forward
as they first seemed based on the 1886 newspaper articles. Although ossuary
pits are described in two newspaper articles it is likely, based on Hunter's
comments and the typological nature of the artifacts recovered, that single
graves were also represented. The unearthing of a tin box containing two
crania on Riverdale Avenue poses an interesting development on the interpre-
tations concerning the si te. Are these representative of historic interments
or did a local pot-hunter rebury crania collected from the Withrow site the
previous year? Dr. S. R. Saunders of McMaster University is examining the
skulls, in the ROMcollections from these two locations. Possibly, her re-
search will shed some light on the date and cultural affiliations of these
specimens.



The slate artifacts in th.e ROM collections indicate a Late Archaic date, and
the axe fragment represents an Archaic - Woodland date for occupation. The
other artifacts described in the newspnper articles also suggest Initial Wood-
land to Historic occupations. Certainly, it can be concluded that multiple
campsites from different time periods are represented at the Withrow site.
Finally, although it is difficult to prove with current data it is possible
that the site ~Ias known by Hirschfelder prior to 1886. In the meantime,
1886-1986 must be accepted as the centennial of the discovery of the Withrow
site.
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Archaeologists concerned with protohistoric and historic native life in the
Great Lakes have anxiously anticipated Dr. R. J. Mason's Rock Island II site
report. Our patience has been recently rewarded with an informative, well-
written, high quality publication.
The archaeological remains at the site represent four discrete periods of his-
toric occupation on this island located at the mouth of Green Bay (Baye des
Puants). Mason aptly demonstrates that Rock Island is identified in the ethno-
historical literature as "Huron Island" and "Island of the Poutouatamis". The
ethnic and temporal assignation of each occupation has documentation in the
ethnohistoric record; Mason presents a detailed discussion of this literature
in Chapter 1. It is, however, the analysis of the material culture which
bears the burden of proof in the interpretations and the bulk of the report
is devoted to archaeological analysis.
The complexity of this multicomponent site is due in part to a discontinuous
stratigraphy over a wide area. Mason steers the reader carefully through
each block of excavation (Chapters 3-13) tying together the natural strati-
graphy and the material cultural assemblages. The discussion is highly empir-
ical. Further discussion of certain artifact classes, such as glass trade
beads, pottery, gun parts, bone and antler harpoons, Jesuit rings (by Dr. Carol
I. Mason), is presented in Chapter 14. Mason's objective presentation of this
wealth of information allows an independent assessment of interpretations by
the reader and, in this way, the report will be important for inter-site com-
parisons and examinations of specific anthropological problems.
The first historic occupation (Period 1) is considered to represent a small
encampment of Potawatomi people who fled their homeland in Michigan's lower
peninsula and lived on Rock Island in the 1640's. The occupation is strati-
graphically discrete and includes some French trade items as well as certain
pottery types, including Bell Site Type II, which hallmarks the later and
larger Potawatomi village in Period 3.
The Period 2 occupation is of considerable interest to Ontario archaeologists
because it represents a population of Ottawa-Huron-Petun people who found
refuge on Rock Island from 1650/1 to 1653. A palisade was erected in this
period although there is no evidence to suggest the nature of the domestic
dwellings. The pottery assemblage is quite diverse. Mason describes and il-
lustrates such familiar types as Huron Incised, Sidey Notched, and McMurchy



Scalloped; certain type designations )!layspark debate although it is clear that
the pottery falls within the late Petun-Huron range of types. A Michipicoten
Stamped Rim vessel is reported. The identification of certain Oneota wares in
this assemblage may suggest their historical continuance. Mason includes an
interesting survey and discussion regarding the presence of notched filleted
wares (such as LaSalle Filleted) at Rock Island and other early historic sites
in the Great Lakes region. The Ottawa-Huron-Petun assemblage also includes
French trade items (although not in great profusiOJ~), lithics, bone and antler
tools, and a perforated bear mandible.
The Period 3 occupation by the Potawatomis (1670-1730) is responsible for a
large proportion of the artifactual and structural remains at the site. Cer-
tain excavation blocks revea"led stratigraphic profiles that allow Mason to sub-
divide this period. The artifact assemblage is extremely rich and includes
elaborate items of bone, antler, and catlinite, pottery, Jesuit rings, glass
trade beads, and many other classes of French trade goods. It was at this
palisaded village that La Salle' traded for furs and from which the early sai l-
ing ship, The Griffon, never returned.
Period 4, the final historic occupation at the Rock Island II site, is a brief
Ottawa encampment dated to 1760-1770. The fascinating feature of this period
is a fourteen grave cemetary that, by age profile (12 individuals under the age
of 12 years at death), is considered evidence of a disease epidemic. One vic-
tim was a young man who, based upon grave inclusions and ethnographic evidence,
is interpreted to have been a high status individual of the Great Hare clan of
the Ottawa. The wealth of artifacts from Period 4 is astounding.
The extensive descriptions of stratigraphy and material culture in Mason's re-
port appears at the expense of information and interpretations of the daily
life of the site's inhabitants. Faunal remains and palaeobotanical specimens
are not completely analyzed. For example, only mammalian elements are identi-
fied; large quantities of fish bone and other faunal material are recorded
only to Cla~s.
The Rock Island II site report makes a major contribution to our understanding
of the early historic period in the Great Lakes. Mason addresses several im-
portant research problems of this period. For example, he is concerned with
the issues of retainment and abandonment of various artifact classes and raw
materials due to the introduction of European trade goods, and the association
between artifacts and the ethnicity of their manufacturers. We can expect the
Rock Island II site report to be widely referenced and will stimulate much
research in the near future.

*****(Editor's Note: The review copy has been placed in the O.A.s. Library and is
available to members.)



AN IROQUOIANSITE SEQUENCEFROMINNISFIL TOWNSHIP,
SIMCOE COUNTY~

By; Gary Warrick and James Molnar
Dept. of Anthropology
McGill University
Montrea 1, P. Q •

Archaeologists have come to realize that it is very difficult to provide pre-
cise dates for Iroquoian si te occupations. Radiocarbon dating has serious
shortcomings, namely the "old carbon" problem, large error estimates associ-
ated with dates often much larger than site durations themselves, and kinks in
the calibration curves (Timmins 1985). However, radiocarbon dating has made
it possible for Iroquoian archaeologists to construct useful seriation curves
based on prehistoric ceramics (e.g. Lennox and Kenyon 1984.) Yet, while con-
tact sites can be accurately placed within twenty year periods using glass
bead chronology (Fitzgerald 1983; Kenyon and Kenyon 1983), rates of ceramic
change are still too poorly understood to do the same with prehistoric sites.

Following Tuck's (1971) pioneering study, Ramsdeh (1977) attempted to apply
the site sequence approach to dating prehistoric Huron sites. In order to
construct a site chronology using this approach, the archaeologist selects a
relatively small region (a single drainage or other geographically defined
locaiity), locates most of the sites, and collects ceramic samples from them.
Then, using established seriation criteria, orders the sites in a chronologi-
cal sequence. Inferred site duration and relocation distances are called up-
on when ceramic dating is inadequate for distinguishing one site from another.
The local site sequence is fast becoming the accepted way of figuring out
chronologies in Iroquoian settlement archaeology (Finlayson and Smith 1982;
Pearce 1984; Finlayson 1985; Williamson 1985; Nixon 1985). This study can be
considered yet another application of the site sequence method to Iroquoian
a rchaeo logy.

There are certain key assumptions when using the site sequence approach. First
of all, one assumes that the defined study region contained a single, closed
community whose pattern of settlement relocation is confined totilly to thit
region. This assumption seems justified here. The Innisfil Upland (see ~ig-
ure 1) is a well-drained sandy plateau which is geographically circumscribed
by a steep bluff to the north and by cedar swamps adjacent to Lovers Creek on
the east. In addition, the central portion of the plateau has no water sour-
ces and poor agricultural soils.** These features of the upland area would

**According to the AROACaJ1ada Land Inventory, Soil Capabil ity for Agriculture
Map 310, most soils on the Innisfil Upland were within the limits of Iroquoian
farming techniques (see Figure 1). The differences be~leen soils with limi-
tations and those with moderately severe limitations for Iroquoians would have
been lower crop yields and quicker exhaustion of the latter soil groups. Spe-
cific limitations of unsuitable soils are undesirable structure, low permea-
bility, low natural fertility, or low moisture holding capacity.



have encouraged Iroquoians to restrict their reloci\tions to the plateau edges
adjacent to springs, streams i\nd good growing soils. It seems most unlikely
that Iroquoians would have trudged through swamps or scaled bluffs to relocate
their villages, when perfectly suitable sites existed a short walk through the
woods. Thus, it is probi\ble that, except for the west and southern borders of
the study area, the sites do in fact represent sequential moves of a single
community.

Another assumption concerns site duration. On the basis of historical docu-
ments, it is generally accepted that Iroquoian villages were occupied for 20-
30 year periods.

Lastly, it is assumed that villages moved relatively short distances when~re-
locating.

Under normal conditions, it seems that Iroquoian communities occupied discrete
territories sometimes for two or three centuries (Pearce 1984). While inferred
territories of single communities cover areas that vary from a few (Ramsden
1977) to over 200km2 (Pearce 1984), the area normally occupied by an Iroquoi-
an community appears to have been about 70 km2 (Finlayson and Smith 1982;
Pearce 1984). In the case of the Innisfil sequence, the local community seems
to have utilized no mere than 40 km2. In an area of 100 km2 or less, it is
unlikely that a village would have moved more than 10 km when relocating, un-
less conditions were exceptional (large-scale warfare, epidemic disease, Euro-
pean trade). In fact, even the historic Huron, who relocated villages for
other than ecological reasons (e.g. defence), generally moved less that five
km (e.g. Ossosane (Heidenreich 1978:369)).

Innisfil Upland Archaeological Project

The Innisfil Upland Archaeological Project was designed to supply information
about the location, size, date, and function of Iroquoian settlement sites in
the Simcoe Uplands of Innisfil Township, Simcoe County. The purpose of the
project was to collect site data for archaeological resource management of the
Barrie area and for fulfilling requirements of the senior author's Ph.D. dis-
sertation research: to ascerta~in and explain Iroquoian population trends in
south central Ontario from A.D. 900 to A.D. 1650. Archaeological settlement
data provide the most reliable estimates of past population numbers (Hassan
1981) .

Although Innisfil Township was surveyed by A. F. Hunter in the late nineteenth
century, site locations were vague and never published. Site data from Hun-
ter's Innisfil survey is essentially useless not only for the dissertation,
but also for archaeological resource management. In 1984 it was learned that
urban and industrial expansion south of Barrie is proceeding at a rapid pace
and threatening archaeological resources. Consequently, a regional survey was
proposed for the Barrie area in order to compile a site inventory for southern
Barrie and to assess the reliability and representativeness of A. F. Hunter's
survey by relocating and identifying Iroquoian sites that he found a century
ago.



The study Clrea is located in northwest Innisfil Township, Simcoe County and
comprises an area of about 38 km2 of mostly cleared land. Andrew Hunter's
early survey hinted that upland areas adjacent to creek sources or springs
were preferred Iroquoian village locations in Innisfil Township. Therefore,
survey was restricted to land above the 900' contour of the Simcoe Uplands
west of Lovers Creek.

The original research design called for block coverage of all areas within 200
m of a reliable water source and probabal istic coverage of the dry interior
and forested areas. Due to time and financial constraints, this design was
abandened and the study area reduced to only those cul tivated lots in which
either Hunter had recorded an archaeological site or there was a high proba-
bility of finding one (i .e. upland lots within 200 m of a water source). Lots
not planted in corn (e.g. winter wheat, beans, mustard) were inaccessible to
survey, further reducing the study area. Despite these restrictions, however,
we did manage to survey close to 25% of the originally proposed study area.

Fieldwork was carried out during May and June 1985 with a crew size varying
between two and four. In total, 25 man days were spent surveying and 69 man
days surface collecting and testing sites.

Regional survey involved walking cultivated fields that were not in crops that
could be damaged by trampling. Because absentee landowners are common in In-
nisfil, in some cases renters (i .e. farmers) provided permission to walk the
land. No one denied access unless crops were too advanced to permit field
wal king.

Survey procedure for each field involved a crew spacing of 20 metres and walk-
ing across the field in the direction of ploughing. The survey intensity was
designed to locate sites larger than 30 metres in diameter, since Iroquoian
villages were the sites of interest. A map, flagging pins, and tapes were
carried by surveyors to locate cul tural material immediately upon discovery.
When cultural material was encountered, it was flagged and then an area 10 to
20 metres around the find was carefully examined in one metre transects. If
no further material was observed, the isolated find was recorded, marked on
the map, and bagged. When several pieces of cul tural material were found to-
gether, each surveyor selected a cardinal direction and, beginning at the clus-
ter centre, proceeded to walk outwards in a straight line, flagging cultural
material until its dispersal. In this manner, site limits could be quickly de-
termined.

Methods of site surface collection varied with site size. Small, low density
sites (e.g. Lougheed (BbGw-13)) received 100% collection by flagging every ar-
tifact or cluster of artifacts (i.e. clusters included all artifacts with less
than 50 cm separation) and then mapping each find with a transit and stadia.
Medium-size sites (e.g. Roof (BbGw-ll)) received 25% collection using a stra-
tified systematic unaligned design with units of 25 m2. Units were located
using a baseline, transit, and flagging pins. Portable rope grids (five me-
tres on a side) allowed rapid delineation and collection of each unit. Large



sites (e.g. ClearY (BbGw-10)) received a 6-10% coverage using the same samp-
ling design but with circular (5 metre di,ameter) units. Circular units are
easier and faster to locate and collect than grid squares, particularly when
using a "dog leash" method (see Binford 1964; Flannery 1976: 58-59). In all
sites, obvious midden surfaces were entirely collected or sampled in 10 metre
diameter circles. Artifacts were bagged according to collection unit.
As a final note, the Molson site (BcGw-27) was almost completely collected in
25 m2 units. In addition, an area of 900 m2 was collected in 1 m2 uni ts in
order to assess the correspondence between surface and subsurface artifact as-
semblages. Preliminary analyses of artifact distributions at Molson and other
sites suggest that intensive surface collection can provide reliable informa-
tion about the size, structure (i .e. house and midden locations), and age of
sites, and also the extent of collecting by amateurs.

The 1985 Innisfil Upland survey-substantially increased our knowledge of the
archaeological site inventory and Iroquoian culture history of southern Barrie
and envi rons.
Table 1 summarizes the Iroquoian sites discovered or visited in 1985 and Table
2 presents rim type frequenci es for each.
Site Sequence
Although we don't have all the sites. we do have enough of them to construct a
believable sequence of village relocation and history of the Iroquoian occupa-
tion for northwest Innisfil Township (see Figures 1 and 2).
Sites were dated on the basis of rim types, pipe styles, and relative site lo-
cation. MacNeish's (1952) typology was used to identify rims and sites were
ordered in time follovling Lennox and Kenyoll (1984), O'Brien (1976) and Pearce
(1984). WhEn ceramic samples were inadequate, site location and size were
used to infer the relative position of a site in the relocation sequence. Be-
cause it would have taken 30-80 years for secondary forest to regenerate in
Iroquoian garden clearings (Lik~ns et. al. 1978), sites less than two kilo-
~etres from one another (e.g. Little and Little II) or within each other's
agricultural catchment must be at least 30 years apart. It is intere~'~inr;
th~t the Innisfil site sequence, if accurate, indicates an evolution of pipe
bowl form from the early 14th century to the early 16th century (i.e. elong-
ated ring - conical - outflaring conical - crude trumpet - trumpet).
With the exception of a couple of Late Archaic and Early-Middle Woodland sites,
no sites earlier than A.D. 1300 have been discovered in the region. The
ea rlies t Iroquoi an site, Little II, was iI small mid-14 th century village. Rim
sherds from this site have typical early Middle Iroquoian with some Early
Iroquoian decorative motifs. The few pipe fragments are barrel forms. The
lack of previous Iroquoian sites in the vicinity implies that the occupants
of this site settled in a natural clearing or cleared primary n~ple-beech
fores t.
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Figure 1. Distribution of Iroquoian village sites and cultivable
soils in northwest Innisfil Township.



On the b_sis of cer_mic data and site size, the Little II site probably re-
located _t the Dykstra site, a mid-14th century occup_tion. Sometime ln the
late 14th century, the Dykstra people joined another comnunity to form the
luge Little I village, only 0.7 km away from the ancestral Little II site.
This close spacing implies that Little II and Little I occupations are separ-
ated by at least 50 years, assuming that the Little I village was located to
take advantige of th.esecondary growth produced by the agri cultura 1 ac tivity
of the eirlier Little II village. Stands of secondary trees would have been
JJrefe'rredby prehi'stori'crroquoians because they would have supplied suitable
construction matedals and would have been far less work to clear \~ith ground
s,tone axes than pri'miry forest (Hel'denreich 1971).
Availible evidence suggests that the Little I village fissioned to form two
daughter comnuni ti'es " one moved to the west (Lougheed site) and the other to
the south (Wiicek site). Similar site distributions are produced when Yano-
mamo villages fission into two daughter villages - one remains close to the
p_rent communi'ty and the other moves as far away as possible (Chagnon 1968).
Although the collected sample is very small, rim types from Lougheed resemble
those recovered from Wiacek. The Wiacek site was partially excivated by Paul
Lennox in 1983. Two house floors and portions of others were sampled. Car-
bonized wood suggests that the Wiacek village was built in virgin forest and
the impoverished zooarchaeological sample supports this inference (i .e. virgin
forest has low biotic diversity and is sparsely populited by food animals)
(Paul Lennox, personal communications). It is suspected thit Lougheed too was
established in primary forest.
After the Wiacek occupation, the sequence becomes more tenuous. South of Wia-
cek, survey was less intensive. Thus, there are probably several undiscovered
sites in this area. Yet site data suggest that the Wiacek village moved south,
first to Hubbert and then to the Roof site.
The limited artifact sample from the Hubbert site indicates that it may have
been a Lalo!lde village (Hunter 1976). Unfortunately, this site was in pasture
in 1985, so no surface collection was made. The Roof site, on the other hand,
contains a Lalonde occupation (High Collar rims and crude trumpet pipes).
Given its location, the Roof villagers were probably forced to make their gar-
dens in virgin forest. However, the adjacent swamps at the source of Lovers
Creek to the east would have provided abundant cedar for village construction.
The largest village in the sequence is Cleary, covering 4.6 ha. It was tested
by the OAS in 1963-64 and has been surface collected extensively by amateurs.
Nevertheless, we did manage to acquire a sufficient ceramic sample which dates
the site to the early 16th century. On the basis of Cleary's age, size, and
high ratio of Onondagi chert, it is tempting to postulate that it was formed
by the coalescence of locil communities (e.g. Roof) and groups from the Tor-
onto area who had abindoned the north shore of Lake Ontario and presumably mi-
grated northward in the late 15th century. It is significant that this village
was built close to the abandoned fields of the Hubbert site. Given the age
difference between these two sites, Hubbert's old fields would have provided
most of the saplings required to construct a village the size of Cleary.
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It is uncert;lin what happened to the CleirY villige. No sites diting to the
mid~16th century hive been discovered in the region. However, at leist two
destroyed sites (Diibole's ind Piinswick) ind i third reported but undiscover-
ed site in southern Birrie might be the remiins of some of Cleiry's diughter
communi ties.
The last site in the sequence is Molson - i Period I contict villige (Ci. A.D.
1580-1600). This site WiS silViged in the summer of 1985 by Piul Lennox ind
Heritige Birrie. A complete surface collection of this site reveiled 72%
Sidey Notched vessel rims. EXCiVitions uncovered i dispersed villige plin
contiining at leist 12 longhouses. Only a srna.llamount of Europein tride mi-
teriil WiS found (mostly bit~ of copper scrip ind rolled beids, gliss beid
frigments, and iron knife ind iwl frigments). Considering that no other con-
tact villige hiS been discovered in this irei of Innisfil, it seems likely
thit the Molson inhibitints abindoned this arei in the eirly 17th century to
become members of either the Petun (supported by rim type frequencies) or the
Tihontaenri t.

Several importint findings hive il reidy surficed from our initiil investigi-
tions of the Iroquoiin occupition of Innisfil Township. The most significint
concern trade, subsistence, and Iroquoiin ecology.
Prehistoric trade in chert is documented by smill quantities of Onondigi chert
in all sites eXimined. Finished bifices are rire but ilmost exclusiiVely mide
from Onondigi chert. This suggests thit the historic Neutril-Huron exchinge
network has considerable antiquity.
Regarding subsistence, there is i generil lick of zooarchieological remiins in
village sites, pirticularly mammo.ls and birds. While most sites ire known
only from surfice collected issembliges, poor preservition of surfice bone Cin-
not account for the lick of zooarchieologicil remiins in excivited sites such
is Wiicek. It is suspected thit colonizition of virgin forest by Iroquoiins
would produce zooirchieologicil assemblages with poor showings of inimil re-
mains. Even fish and reptile bone from the Wiicek site indicite thit 15th
century Innisfil Iroquoiins ciptured and ite iny inimil protein that was aViil-
able (Christine Dodd, personil communicition). It ippeirs, then, thit Ontario
Iroquoiins hid become so dependent on igriculturil foods in the 13th century,
that they were able to colonize previously uninhabited lands ind not hive to
worry about where their sources of protein were coming from.
Various aspects of Iroquoian ecology, nimely the extent ind locition of igri-
cul turil fiel ds ind village relocition, Cin be inferred from the Innisfil se-
quence. While this facet of the reseirch will be published in detiil else-
where, some general comments are in order.
Contrary to Sykes (1980), the igriculturil catchments of Iroquoiin villages,
at least in Innisfil, do not appear to hive exceeded i two kilometre ridius.



Table 1

Iroquoijn site djte

Site name Borden Size Es timated djte Collected artifact
desiS· (hal of occup" tion sample

Hubbert BbGw",9 2.4 15th C. A.D.* 2

Dykstra BbGw-5 0.3 14th C. A. D. 824

Cleary BbGw-10 4.6 16th C. A.D. 908

Roof BbGw-11 1.0 15th C. A. D. 982

Lougheed BbGw-13 0.6 15th C. A. D. 267

Little BcGw-15 1.5 14th C. A. D. 633

r~ol son BcGw-27 1.8 16th C. A. D. 1172**

Littl e II BcGw-28 0.5 14th C. ~.D. 460

Birch BcGw-29 0.08 15th C. A.D. 7

* Source: Hunter 1976
** 30 m x 30 m (i .e. 1 m2 units) area only



Even the largest site, Cleuy, seems to h.ve h.d less than. two kilometre
catchment radius. Interestingly, most vill.ges were themselves built on mod-
erately suitable soils for digging stick jgriculture, but immediately jdjjcent
to prime arable land. The rjtionale for this pl.cement is thjt the land thjt
the vill.ge itself occupied would not h.ve reduced the .mount of arable ljnd
by the village. Alternjtively,.s these were "pioneer" habitations of virgin
fores t·,jny dffference in soil types may h.ve been refl ec ted in fores t vege-
tation. For instjnce, areas of soils with limitjtions would h.ve hjd less
dense cover or smaller trees, making them easier to cle.r. In colonizing vir-
gin forest, the priority would have been to construct the vill.ge. Once the
village was completed in .n area that was not only less effort to clejr but
that also provided suit.ble-sized trees for building poles, jgriculturjl fields
could be hacked out of the thicker forests on the most fertile land jt • more
leisurely pace. Because of the pattern of vill.ge loc.tions thus formed, agri-
culturjl fields must h.ve been dispersed in .ssymmetrical or fan-shjped catch-
ments (see Heidenreich 1978: 381 for similar field configurations for selected
historic Huron villages). The limiting factor in villjge to field distjnce
may have been walking time - in'many simple jgricultural societies, the criti-
cal Vjlue is about a one hour walk or a two to four kilometre distjnce, depend-
ing on terrain.
In most CjSeS, villjges were located adjacent to recently jbandoned fiel ds, sec-
ondary forest stands, or cedar swamps. This is no accident. All these jrejS
would have provided suitable-sized saplings for village construction jnd abun-
dant firewood. Both resources would have been essential to any Iroquoian com-
munity (Heidenreich 1978:375). If the reconstructed Innisfil sequence is ac-
curate, village relocations jverage iwo kilometres (~= 2.5 ~ 1.0 km) jnd
never exceeded four kilometres. This suggests thjt Iroquoian villages were
moved when firewood jnd harvests had to be cjrried bjck to the villjge from
fields that were both too dispersed and too distant. Trjnsportjtion to and
from fields accounts for j substantial portion of the energy output in simple
agricultural societies (Ellen 1982). Sinc~ Iroquoian women were responsible
for carryinc firewood and tending the crops, jS distiinces to fields increjsed,
the frequency of domestic disputes probably rose jlso. Under normal circum-
stances, this process would hjve inevitjbly resulted in villjge relocation. In-
tersite distjnces in Innisfil suggest that new villjges were built just beyond
the outermost fields of old villages.

Recent archaeological survey and excjvations on the upljnds of northwest Innis-
fil Township, Simcoe County has resulted in a sequence of Iroquoijn village
sites, dating from A.D. 1350 - A.D. 1600. This WjS inferred to be the result
of successive moves of a single Iroquoian community. The mjin implications of
the sequence for Ontario prehistory are:

The territory occupied by the Innisfil Upljnd Iroquoijn community jppears
to have been about 40 km2 in size. Rese.rchers working with other local
sequences (Finlayson jnd Smith 1982; Pearce 1984) hjve found similar ter-
ritortjl areas.



Table 2. Rim sherd types
3::., Rim Type Sites
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2. The! Innisfil Uph,nd w~s coloniz~.d by Iroquoi~ns sometime in the mid 14th- J
century. For most of their sojourn in Innisfil, Iroguoians cleued pri-
m~ry m~ple~beech forest as substantiated by village locations, zooarch-
aeological assembl~ges, and charred wood from the Wiacek site (Paul Lennox,
personal communication),

3. The Innisfil villages appear to have had agricultural catchments no larger
than about two kilometres in radius, independent of village size.

4. Most village relocations involved distances of less than four kilometres.
The average was two and a half kilometres.

5. Given the intersite distances and the demands of Iroquoian agriculture,
villages were probably relocated for ecological reasons. Once fields and
firewood became too distant (i.e. greater than an hour's walk), the vil-
lage was moved.

At the beginning of the paper, we noted that the major reasons for construct-
ing local site sequences is to obtain more precise estimates for the age of
site occupations. Not only has the Innisfil sequence provided considerable
insi ght into the dynamics of Iroquoian settlement-subsistence, but also has
implications for estimating site duration. The consistent two kilometre inter-
site distances imply that villages were occupied only for as long as the soils
and firewood held out wi thi n a "reasonable" walk of the vill age. Given tha t
the size of agricultural catchments of the Innisfil sites did not appear to
vary substantially with the site size, site duration could be estimated as
some function of site population (Trigger 1981). Until we compile more site
sequences which might enable us to place an empirical value on site duration,
the dating of prehistoric Iroquoian sites will remain a serious problem.
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The Beaver Islands are an archipelago island cluster in Lake Michigan, almost
central between Rock Island, Wisconsin (about 60 miles), and Mackinac Island,
Michigan (about 40 miles), each about a full day's canoe journey distant.
The principal islands of the cluster are today called Beaver, Garden, High and
Hog. In earlier times it seems that the largest island was called Grand (from
the French), Great or Big Beaver to distinguish it from the smaller islands (de
Peyster 1813: 274, Strang 1959: 80). The French called the islands collective-
ly Isles du Castor, as did the Englishman Alexander Henry in 1763 (Armour 1971:
62, 63, 64), of which Beaver Islands is the English translation. Both are
translations of the original Chippewa AMIKIMINIS (Schoolcraft 1853 (111)526).
The name presumably recorded the presence of beavers. The custom of naming
places to record the presence of beavers is known both in the 01 d Worl d and the
New (Wilson 1859: 359-387).
An early local writer believed that in ancient times Beaver Island and some of
its neighbours had been partly cleared for cultivation, and that Garden Island,
for which he gave TAGONING as the Chippewa name, was so called for this reason.
He thought the garden clearings had supported a lost European colony and that
the Chippewas had arrived subsequently, perhaps not long before the French
reached the upper Lakes (Strang 1959: 6, 80-84). A modern writer, with personal
knowledge of the resident Chippewa traditions, believes the garden clearings
were the work of Indians resident on Garden Island, for which she gives KITIGAN
as the Chippewa name, "from time immemorial" (Keewaydinoquay 1980:29, 31). An
archaeologist thought that the clearings he found on Beaver Island appeared to
be of natural origin, but confirmed there was evidence of Indian occupation ex-
tending back in time thousands of years. He did not visit Garden or the other
islands (Fitting 1976:1, 6).
In 1751, a French report mentioned a "Beaver tribe" of the Chippewa (La Jonqui-
ere 1908(18)81). This woul d not appear to support the interpretation that this
is evidence of a Chippewa village on Beaver Island at the time, as has been
claimed (Kinietz 1940:319), even though this is more than likely true. The suc-
cessful Chippewa attack on Fort Michilimackinac in 1763 may have been staged
from the Beaver Islands, as the Chippewa intended to take their prisoners there
(Armour 1971 :62-64). There was certainly a village on Beaver Island in 1832,
when it was visited and described by Friedrich Baraga. There were eight bark-
covered lodges, and that of the Chief was large enough to contain "many" In-
dians and the ceremonial council that was called to welcome and hear him.
Baraga's attempt to convert the Indian from traditional to Christian belieffs was
only partly successful because of the opposition of the adherents to the tra-
di tional way. On his last visit, in 1833, Baraga found most of the people away
in Canada to receive their annual presents from the British government, and
that his Christian converts, who were among those then in Canada, were planning



to move to L'Arbre Croc~e, his mission base (Hart 1976:104-106), on Little
Traverse Bay.
It would seem that the Beayer Island Chippewa had overcome their initial hos-
tility to the Britis~. whom they had attacked in 1763 (Armour 1971) but with
whom they had subsequently become trading and military partners. During the
British regime the Chippewas surrendered Mackinac Island. Two of the Chiefs
who participated were recorded as POUANAS (Canada 1891(1)1).
The Beaver Islands were included in the general surrender of area Chippewa
and Ottawa lands to the United States in 1836 but were reserved "for the use
of the Beaver-island Indians" for a further minimum five-year period. Among
other reservations was a parcel of land on Little Traverse Bay. None of the
ascenting Chiefs gave their location as Beaver Island, but among the "persons"
named to receive money were "KAINWAYBEKI Sand PAZH IKWAYWITUM of Beaver is1ands ."
Another recipient was KIMMnIUN, a Chief at the Cross on the Little Traverse
reservation (Kappler 1904(11)450-465).
In 1840, the "Beaver-island Indians" numbered 199, being 39 men, 51 women and
109 children in seven families. There were two Chiefs and seven warriors.
Eighteen people still adhered to the traditional religion, but thirty-five
were recorded as members of Christian churches. The people still 1ived in
temporary dwellings and by fishing, hunting and making maple sugar. However,
on 120 acres of cleared land, thirty-five agriculturalists raised corn, po-
tatoes, beans, turnips and melons. Thirty hogs were owned. The band lived
on several islands, and drew payments at Mackinac from the 1836 surrender
(Schoolcraft 1851(1)458-467, 1853(111)526, 1854(IV)558).
In 1847, the Beaver Islands became the Township of Peaine, and the band was
reportedly living entirely on Garden Island, except for Indian women married
to white men and people of mixed blood, remaining on Beaver Island. On Gar-
den Island the band was flourishing and increasing, and a number adhered to
the tradition religion (Strang 1959:38, 39, 84).
During the winter of 1850-1851, antagonism to Mormon encroachment resulted in
a confrontation between them and the resident Indians and white traders. Some
thirty Indians, wearing war paint, led by four "influential chiefs", supported
the white traders. The names of the Chiefs on this occasion are given as
KIMMEOUE, PEAINE, WATANESA and CHENOTIN. As the force by far exceeded the
resources or-the resident band, it had evidently been augmented. None of
these Chiefs were signatories to the 1836 surrender, but K!MMEOUE, as recor-
ded by Strang, is probably the same KIMMEWUN from Little Traverse, and PEAINE,
for whom the Township had been so recently named, is a name not greatly~
similar to the Chiefs recorded as POUANAS at the time of the surrender of
Mackinac Island in 1781. ---
At the end of the five-year period fol lowing the 1836 surrender, the Beaver
Island Band was still in possession "having been tacitly allowed to remain
thereon since the treaty." The United States assumed jurisdiction but with-



held the land from public sale. To formalize this state of affairs, a new
Treaty was made in 1855. High Island and Garden Island were withdrawn fi'om
public sale and allotted in parcels to Indians individually. The Litte Tra-
verse lands were similarly allotted to the resident bands and also " ... such
... 8eaver Island Indians as may prefer to live with them." Among those who
did was the Beaver Island "person'l in the 1836 Treaty, PAZHIKWAYWITUM,who,
in the 1855 Treaty is shown as PI-A-ZHICK-WAY-WE-DONG, headman of the Little
Traverse Bands. The name of the other Beaver Island "person", given as
KAINWAYBEKISin 1836, appears in an 1856 amendment to the 1855 Treaty as KAIN-
WAW-BE-KISS-SE, location not given, but signed at Little Traverse. The name
PEAINE, possibly recorded as POUANASon Michilimackinac Island in 1781, does
not seem to appear in the 1836 Treaty, possibly because of the pro-British
sentiment attached to it, but is found in both the 1855 Treaty and the 1856
amendment, the first as PE-ANE, headman, Mackinac Bands, and then as PE-AINE
at Little Traverse (Royce 1899(2)756-757, 810). ---

And so, many of the Beaver Islanders, and the Chippewas of Garden Island in
particular, continue in possession of their ancient inheritance, having sur-
vived the intrusion of the French, British, and Americans, and the assault on
their traditions by Mormons, Christians and others. Even yet "one family keeps
the sacred pi pe, and another family keeps the sacred drum" and the spi ri t power
may still be felt and heard (Keewaydinoquay 1980:44). May this ever remain so.

As for the beavers for which the Islands were probably named, Beaver Island
can claim a rightful place in history. Possibly the only albino beaver ever
seen in the Lake Mich i gan regi on was trapped on Bea ver Is 1an din the wi nter of
1777-1778. That its pelt survives today in England rather than in New York
was due to the American Revolution. The Commandant of the British troops then
at Fort Michilimackinac, Arent Schuyler de Peyster, to whom the pelt was given,
was a New York-born American. Forced to choose between loyalty and the rebel
cause, as Americans had to do, he rejected the rebels, his homeland, and his
relatives who remained, and took the pelt and his other possessions to Scot-
land. His regiment was based in Liverpool, England, and so the pelt from Bea-
ver Island with many other artifacts from the time of British Michigan are to-
day in the t1erseyside County Museum there.

In 1853, Beavers were reportedly extinct on Beaver Island (Strang 1855:282)
but are said to flourish there today, having been intentionally reintroduced
in the 1930s (Gladish 1986).
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Toronto Chapter's Members' Meeting: Wednesday, February 19, 1986
Reported by Annie Gould

Due to unforeseen circumstances, the scheduled speaker, Jamie Hunter, could
not attend that evening. Instead, Chapter members saw a film on the 1975-76
salvage excavation of the Draper Site. The site is located twenty-five
miles northeast of Toronto. In the 1970's its existence was threatened by a
planned international airport. Consequently, an archaeological project,
under the di recti on of Dr. W. D. Finlayson, was carried out to salvage infor-
mation on the Huron Indians who had once lived there.

The film introduces viewers to the reasons for having archaeological excava-
tions, the excavation equipment and sampling strategies used (their advanta-
ges and drawbacks), the archaeologists and their research specialties, the
information on the Huron that is being sought (settlement patterns, tech-
nologies, diet, etc.) and its interpretation (always changing during the ex-
cavation) .

The interpretation of the results of the 1975-76 excavations on the Draper
Site noted that it covered a larger area (12-15 acres) that earlier surface
collections had indicated. This made Draper Oj1e of the largest sites inhab-
ited by the Huron. The salvage excavations, in uncovering the biggest area
on any site to date, had revealed the settlement pattern of one vi llage that
had grown rapidly in stages (7) during its occupation. However, the reasons
for this rapid growth were not clear. The village was organized for easy
defence with a pal isade and carefully arranged longhouses. Smaller struc-
tures had also been found but their purpose(s) had not been firmly establish-
ed by 1977. An examination of the ceramics' decoration styles suggested that
the site had been occupied by the Huron around 1500 A.D. This examination
also revealed that several vessels had been made by St. Lawrence Iroquois
women but no conclusions were made as to how the vessels had arrived on the
site. Further studies of the distribution of the vessels and smoking pipes
were also underway in hopes of revealing more of the site's social organiza-
tion. Other significant artifactual finds on the site included three pieces
of European metal which may have been traded down from the St. Lawrence where
the St. Lawrence Iroquois were having direct contact with Europeans. Finally,
faunal (dog burials) and floral (the first evidence of tobacco seeds on a
site excavated before 1977) remains were discussed as to their significance
to the Huron and to Ontario archaeology. The film concluded by noting that
the identity of the Draper Site's inhabitants would not be firmly established
unless other nearby sites were examined as well.

After the film, Chapter members were invited to look at the latest publica-
tions on the Draper Site by Dr. William D. Finlayson (1985) THE 1975 AND 1978
RESCUE EXCAVATIONSAT THE DRAPERSITE: INTRODUCTIONAND SETTLEMENTPATTERNS.
National Museum of Man Mercury Series. Archaeological Survey of Canada Paper
No. 130.
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The loss of the Machault at the Battle of the Restigouche in July 1760 sig-
nalled the end of French sovereignty in Canada. Munitions, men, and suppl ies
that might have recaptured Quebec City for France never reached their destin-
ation, and Canada became a British colony. Archaeo1igica1 investigations of
the Machault recovered material remains that. included portions of the ship
and its fittings, everyday household items, weaponry, clothing, and luxury
goods - a rich and varied collection of 18th-century artifacts.
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Building a Canadian canal at Sault Ste. Marie was the Sir John A. Macdonald
sovernment's response to economic and nationalistic arguments byentrepren-
eurs who wanted to exploit the natural resources of the Lake Superior region
and provide an all-Canadian route for grain shipped from the Canadian West.
The Canadian canal, opened in 1895, served well the passenger ships and small
freighters that plied the Great Lakes, and it was essential to the industrial
growth of the adjacent town even though improvements to its American counter-
part soon relegated it to a secondary transportation role. Yet at its heyday
at the turn of the century, the pioneering adaptation of hydroelectric power
to the canal operations put Canada in the forefront of innovative canal tech-
nology.
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ONTARIO RESEARCHUPDATE*

by

J. V. Wright

More archaeological field work and publication has taken place in Ontario over
the past decade than all of the preceding decades combined. This activity is
predominantly the result of the following factors: the Ontario Heritage Act
of 1975; the Environmental Assessment Act of 1975; the increased availability
of both provincial and federal grants; and a major sal vage operation and pub-
lication outlet provided by the National Museum of Man. Although much of the
new work has been initiated by cultural resource management requirements, a
significant percentage has been directed towards pure research problems.

An examination of the archaeological work permits issued since 1975 reveal some
interesting patterns. Archaeological survey (i .e. non site-specific operations)
account for approximately 70% of all the permits and although there has been a
drop in this percentage over the past four years this has been mainly due to an
increase in site-specific historical archaeological projects. The ratio of
historic archaeology to prehistoric archaeology has remained relatively con-
stant at 1 :5. The ratio of research to resource management mi tigation also
appears to have remained relatively constant with the latter category account-
ing for 35% of the permits although this percentage would undoubtedly increase
if all the consultant permits could have been accurately identified as such.

A perusal of the past decade of articles in the journal Ontario Archaeology re-
veals that over half pertain to Iroquoian subject matter, nearly 20% to Palaeo-
Indian, and under 15% to Northern Ontario archaeology ranging from Laurel to
historic Algonquian. Work on Southern Ontario Archaic and Initial Woodland
problems is represented by less than 8% 'in both instances perhaps reflecting
a reason for our limited understanding of these two critical periods. Of the
103 Mercury monographs of the Archaeological Survey of Canada, National Museum
of Man, produced in the last decade 22% pertain to Ontario. Of this number,
almost half relate directly to Iroquoian archaeology compared, for example, to
two monographs on Southern Ontario Archaic or Initial Woodland sites and three
monographs on Northern Ontario archaeology. It is strikingly apparent that
over the period under consideration, Iroquoian archaeology in Southern Ontario
has received a priority in excess of its admittedly important position in the
prehistory of the province. Bruce Trigger's landmark two volume study on the
Huron, "The Children of Aataentsic", also appeared in 1976.

Efforts to convey information on the prehistory of the province to the non-
specialist were represented by "Archaeology in Northeastern Ontario" by Thor
Conway, "Prehistory of Northern Ontario" by Ken Dawson, and a Canada's Visual
History version of "Ontario Prehistory" by myself. Other efforts to communi-
cate archaeological information to the non-specialists consisted of a multi-
media ki t and a fi 1m "To Know the Huron" produced through the co,obined efforts
of the Museum of Indian Archaeology in London, Ontario, the National Museum of
Man, and the National Film Board and which won an international award at a



archaeological film festival in Italy. Longhouse and/or partial Iroquoian vil-
lage reconstructions, intended as tourist attractions and educational devices,
were erected at the Lawson site besi de the Museum of Indian Archaeology in
London, at Ste. Marie I in Huronia, and at the Crawford Lake Conservation cen-
tre north of Burlington. The Huron village reconstruction at Midland survived
the decade, but the partial restoration of a mid-14th century Iroquoian vil-
lage outside Port Elgin on Lake Huron was sacrificed to a housing development.

Much of the effort dedicated to Iroquoian archaeology has focused on settlement
pattern with all of its various ramifications. Certainly, the New Toronto In-
ternational Airport archaeological mitigation effort involving the National
Museum of Man and Transport r.anada and the directorship of Bill Finlayson of
the Museum of Indian Archaeology has to stand out as a major advance in both
settlement pattern research and archaeological mitigation. Not only was a
sequence of village movements involving 18 sites traced from ca. A.D. 800 to
A.D. 1550, but the largest excavation in Canada of a single village site was
carried out. In addition to the wide range of the information acquired from
the 3.4 hectare (8.5 acres) Draper site, the computerized system developed to
record and manipulate the mass of settlement pattern and category location
dvta has greatly increased the efficiency with which other rescue operations
can be expedited, such as is currently taking place on the 5 acre Keffer site
in north Toronto.

Under the supervision of Bill Noble of McMaster University, a quantum leap has
been made in our understanding of historic Neutral settlement patterns and
technology as is clearly reflected in the publications of Milt Wright, Paul
Lennox, and Bill Fitzgerald. Considerable work has also been carried out on
early Iroquoian villages in southwestern Southern Ontario, but with the excep-
tion of reports on the Princess Point complex by Dave Stothers, the Van Bes-
ien site by Bill Noble, the Porteous site by Bill Noble and Ian Kenyon, and
the DeWae1ae site by Bill Fox, little of this information is available in pub-
lished form other than as short notes. Similarly, the detailed data on the
historic HL:,'on Ball site excavated by Dean Knight and the nearby Cahiague site
is still not in pub1 ished form although a report by Dick Johnston is available
on another historic Huron site in Simcoe County, the Le Caron site. The de-
tailed report on the Grimsby site by Walter Kenyon provides unique insights
into late historic Neutral burial practices. New information also appeared on
the St. Lawrence Iroquois during the decade due to the considerable efforts of
Ji m Pendergas t.

This greatly expanded data base in Iroquoian archaeology has permitted new in-
sights into prehistoric demography, village re10cation-coa1escence-fragmenta-
tion as seen in particular at the New Toronto International Airport and the
Crawford Lake region, the relationship of contemporaneous hamlets and camp-
sites to a major village such as the Lawson site, the testing of the validity
of random samples from near totally excavated villages such as Nodwell and
Draper, and a host of other issues. With reference to prehistoric demography,
for example, we are now able to estimate with some accuracy that approximately
250 people are represented by each acre of village prior to the epidemics of
the 1630's. In turn, these calculations suggest the 17th century population
estimates were more accurate than recent 20th century recalculations and that



modern scholars may have grossly underestimated the magnitude of the disaster-
ous epidemics of the early 17th century.
Efforts to reconstruct longhouses and palisades have resulted in new insights
through the transformation of floor plans into approximations of former struc-
tures. Winter camp-outs in these houses have led to a new awareness of the
relationships of wood to smoke to comfort as well as the hardiness of the pre-
historic Iroquoians. Subsistence studies have increasingly used flotation to
acquire botanical and zoological data, although with not too many exceptions
the new data base appears to have only added marginally to our knowledge. The
re~testing of the wet site deposits at the Roebuck site, which were first ex-
plored in 1912 by ~I. J. Wintemberg, suggest that the kinds of recoverable
data from such sites are critical to any appreciation of the impact of a pre-
historic farming community upon the surrounding plant community. The absolute
recovery of preserved plant materials from wet-site deposits also apprises us
of the non-representative nature of the accidentally preserved plant materials
recovered from the terrestrial portion of the same site. At Roebuck, for ex-
ample, the abundance of squash seeds in the wet deposits relative to their
scarcity on the dry portion of the site, likely relates to the tendency for
squash seeds to shatter into unidentifiable fragments during the process of
carbonization and, hence, leave an unjustified impression of the relative im-
portance of this cultigen when only dry site c~rbonized remains are considered.
In addition to the massive expansion in our knowledge of Iroquoian prehistory
and early 17th century history in the province, our understanding of the
Early Palaeo-Indian period has taken a quantum leap thanks to the efforts of
such people as Peter Storck, Brian Deller, Chris Ellis and Bill Roosa. Even
the seasonal rounds of these first inhabitants of the province are now being
traced in a late Pleistocene environmental setting with some conviction. In-
deed, in an effort to extract all possible information from the limited data
base, appropriate methods of analyses are providing new insights into tool
production and reduction systems, the central role of quarry sources to overall
settlement pattern strategy, and a range of other facets vital to our increas-
ing understanding of these early societies.
With only a few exceptions, detailed publications pertaining to Archaic and
Initial Woodland prehistory in'Southern Ontario and most of the prehistory of
Northern Ontario have not kept pace over the last part of the decade with the
rapidly expanded data base on the Iroquoian and, to a lesser degree, the Pal-
aeo-Indians.
Other developments of note to take place in Ontario between 1975 and 1985 but
which can only be briefly touched upon are as follows:
1. The creation of the Museum of Indian Archaeology at London which opened in
1981 and is the first institution of its kind in Ontario. Another unique as-
pect of this institution is its integral relationship to the directly adjacent
prehistoric Lawson site.
2. Archaeology, Native people and the Law were closely involved during this
decade but not always to the advantage of archaeology as the Grimsby affair



with Walter Kenyon of the Royal Ontario Museum and the Beckstead affair with
Jim pendergast of the National Museum of Man were to demonstrate. Indeed, the
political ineptness of archaeology as a discipline was clearly demonstrated by
these unfortunate events. Further, the ethical responsibilities of profession-
al archaeologists first and foremost to their discipline as opposed to short
term political convenience must be one of the disciplines most critical reso-
lutions in the next decade. Of a more positive nature from the standpoint of
archaeology are the first conviction in 1985 under the Ontario Heritage Ace,
the Timagami hearings in the Supreme Court of Ontario, and the increasing re-
alization of the absolute need for archaeologists and archaeological societies
to lobby for such vital matters as changes in the Cultural Properties Export
and Import Act and the establishment of effective Federal legislation.
3. The production of a number of monographs by physical anthropologists such
as [ldon Mo1to, Susan Pfeiffer, Mary Anne Katzenberg, and David Patterson Jr.
on the skeletal biology of human remains and related matters made essential
contributions to a balanced interpretation of the prehistory of Ontario. Des-
pite some inexcusable instances of archaeologists denying the significance of
the physical anthropological contribution to prehistory, which, in truth, ap-
pear to be less denials than excuses to "duck" the potential wrath of Native
activists, the majority of archaeologists clearly support the principles of
their sister discipline as indicated by a unanimous motion of approval during
the 1983 business meeting of the Canadian Archaeological Association.
4. There has been an increasing use of avocational people to meet the needs
of expanding research and salvage requirements and as custodians of the arch-
aeological heritage. These volunteer services to the discipline can be seen
in the archaeological conservation officers of the Archaeological Conservation
Prggramme of the Historical Planning and Research Branch of the Ministry of
Culture and Recreation and with particular reference to the efforts of Bill
Fox, the involvement with International Workcamp Canada of Paddy Reid at Ken-
ora, and, of course, the Ontario Archaeological Society volunteer programme.
5. The first results of tandem accelerator mass spectrometer dating by Atomic
Energy of Canada were received in the spring of 1982 and among the dates was a
reading of 6530 +/- 390 BC for the Plano culture Cummins site near Thunder Bay.
6. There has been a growing appreciation of the kinds of vital information
which can be obtained by finger-pr'inting a range of 3rchaeologica1 materials to
their geological or biological sources. Most of this finger-printing pertains
to silica rich rocks. Unfortunately, there is still a tendency to not distin-
guish between "eye-ball" identifications and those identifications supported
by petrographic analysis, atomic absorption, X-ray powder diffraction, and
other techniques.
7, The full chronological implications of the internal seriation variability
demonstrated at the Nodwell site, as well as the likely erroneous earlier
assumptions of what constitutes a random sample from Iroquoian villages, as
indicated by the testing of statistical sampling procedures at the Draper
site, are both critical analytical variables which do not appear to have re-
ceived the attention they deserve.
Although the organizer of this symposium requested that limited attention be
given to arcllaeo10gical cultural resource management, perhaps a few brief
comments are in order. Although all six regional offices of the Historical



Planning and Research Branch have funding and staff problems, it must be
noted that their relative effectiveness and the quality of publications are
quite variable. There also still appears to be the critical problem of too
much "up front" activities with little or nothing expended upon the curation
of specimens and records with the concomitant effect upon access. This last
matter is extremely serious and the seriousness will only be compounded by in-
action.
Throughout the decade the Ontario Archaeological Society has played a vital
stabilizing role by means of its publication outlets, the chapter relation-
ships to regional provincial archaeology offices, annual meetings, and, in
general, the exemplary blend of vocational and avocational individuals working
for the common good of Ontario archaeology. Indeed, it is difficult to see
that archaeology in Ontario would be where it is today without the various
activities of the Ontario Archaeolog~cal Society over the years. The princi-
ples upon which the Society was based by its founder J. Norman Emerson have
served it well over the years.
With reference to the next decade, it is hoped that some greater degree of ra-
tionalization of the functions and reciprocal interrelationships of the cul-
tural resource management agencies, the universities, and the museums, will
be achieved. Also, a more serious response be the public thirst for arch-
aeological information in the form of publications, exhibits, restorations,
TV video, or whatever medium, would most definitely be in the self-interest
of the discipline. Finally, there needs to be a more balanced perception of
the relative strengths and weaknesses of the total prehistoric record in the
province and action taken to rectify the latter. If these basic matters of
organi zation and emphasis can be accommodated to some degree then the future
of archaeology in Ontario looks very promising indeed.

*(Paper presented in the symposium "Eastern States Archaeological Federation
Research Update", November 2, 1985, Buffalo, New York.)

Reprinted from The Ottawa Archaeologist, April 1986, Newsletter of the Ottawa
Chapter, O.A.S.

The Exhibition Ancient Cultures of Peru is showing in the Special Exhibitions
Hall of the National Museum of Man to October 13.
The 120 ceramic pieces exhibited are representative of five separate cultures-
Chavin, Vicus, Nasca, Viru and Chimu - spanning the period 1500 B.C. to A.D.1400.
The ancient Peruvians imbued ceramic pieces with their unique vision of the
world, moral values and religious experiences. Since the ceramics have a
deep religious and mythical meaning, they are more an expression of cultural
roots than of use.
The National Museum of Man, corner of Metcalfe and McLeod Streets, is opened
from 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. daily as of May 1.



Guy Blomeley's Archaeological Collection from Eastern Ontario

Guy Bloilieley of Kingston recently donated his extensive collection of prehis-
toric and early historic artifacts to the Cataraqui Archaeological Research
Foundation. The collection will be incorporated in a permanent display focus-
ing on the archaeology of the Kingston area, to be housed in the Foundation's
new headquarters at 370 King Street West.

Guy's abiding interest in the Native cultures of Eastern Ontario led to his
discovery and investigation of numerous archaeological sites. His experience
and knowledge as an outdoor's man enabled him to develop an enviable ability
to pick out spots which were used in the past, yet which might easily have
been bypassed by others less well versed in the habits of hunter and prey.
In particular, Guy's investigation of sites in the Upper Napanee RiveT Valley
has led to a more general appreciation of the archaeological significance of
this environmentally rich area along the skirt of the Canadian Shield.

The collection contains artifacts representing a wide chronological and cul-
tural range. Although the Paleo-Indian period is poorly represented, there
are numerous Archaic, Early Woodland, Middle Woodland and Late Woodland arti-
facts. Phill Wright, Regional Archaeologist for Eastern Ontario, has cata-
logued and analyzed much of the collection, and it is hoped that a publica-
tion focussing on Guy's material will be forthcoming in the not too distant
future.

Guy was concerned that the results of his work should be accessible to scho-
lars interested in Eastern Ontario Prehistory. However, he was especially
keen for the artifacts to remain in the Kingston area and be displayed in the
Kings ton area.

When he heard of our plans to create a public display of the archaeology of
the Kingston area, he recognized an opportunity to make his results available
within the drea where they would have the greatest relevance.

Once the current renovations at 370 King Street West are complete, we will be
able to start planning towards the establishment of permanent displays. Ob-
viously, this will entail consideration of the appropriate humidity, light
and temperature, and problems of security and storage will need to be resolved.
Until then, Guy's collection will be stored in the Foundation's lab area.

Researchers requiring access to the collection are requested to contact the
Cataraqui Archaeo 1ogi ca 1 Research Founda ti on.

Nick Adams
Staff Archaeologist

ARCHAEOLOGTST wanted by the Region of I-Iaterloo on a two-year
contract. ~lasters degree and a minimum 2-3 years field exper-
ience.
For further information contact: Commissioner of Planning and
Development, RegiDn of I-Iaterloo. (519) 885-9535.



ATARONCHRONON: THE LINGUISTIC EVIDENCE
by John Steckley

In the Huron dictionaries of th.e 17th and 18th centuries the noun ",atara"
(" ,ata" wh.en not in combination with a verb) was given as meaning:

a) " terre" jearthj (Potier 1920: 463);
b) "fange" jmi rej (ibi d);
c) "argile" jc1ayj (FHL207j ;
d) "boue" jmudj (ibid) ;
e) "terre gl ai ze" /loam, c1ayj (i bi d).

In Wyandot place names of the 18th century, names with ,atara seem to focus on
river areas:

1) ",ataraske *Rjivierej de 1a baye" (Potier 1920: 155);
2) "ts8tara,en Rjivierej (ibid); and
3) ",atarok8i *catarak8i (a Wyandot translation of the Iroquois word for the

river; Potier 1920: 154).

Three names in contact Huronia appear to bear the noun ,atara: the villages
"Ataratiri" and "Koutarcano" and the ill-define-d political entity, the "Ataron-
chronon", all three in the same area. It is suggested here that this is no
coincidence, that all three names refer to the same riverine swampy area -of
the Wye, Hogg and Sturgeon Rivers - that was the defining characteristic of
the 'tribal area' of the Ataronchronon.

The village name "Ataratiri" appears in the two maps "Description du Pais des
Hurons" (map 15 in Heidenreich 1971) and Bressani's "Huronum Explicata Tabula"
(map 13 in Heidenreich 1971). It means "it is supported by a swamp, clay'
(Potier 1920: 191). I feel this is the Huron name for the village termed St.
Louis by the French, which is associated with the same area.

The evidence for this supposition is twofold. First, of the four maps of the
time, in Du Creux's "Chorographia Regionis Huronum" (map 12 in Hei denrei ch
1971) and the "Corographie du Pays des Hurons" (map 14, op cit), St. Louis is
written but not Ataratiri; in Bressani's map Ataratiri appears, but not St.
Louis; and in the one map that has both names, "Description du Pais des Hurons",
where Huron and French names for villages are given in a number of cases, St.
Louis and Ataratiri are side by side.

Second, sometime probably in the 1670s Jesuit Father Philippe Pierson wrote:
"haesk8aio ichien n'ondaie Ataratiri ,ehen tendi te haesk8atsistore
Hechon ,ehen Atironta ,ehen. /You (the Iroquois) tortured with fire
and killed Brebeuf and Gabriel Lalemant in what used to be Ataratirij."
(Potier 1920: 661)



Pierson, who was still in france when Brebeuf and Lalemant were killed, must
have confused Ataratiri/St. Louis (where the Jesuits were captured) with St.
Ignace (where they were tortured to death with fire).
The village name "koutarcano" was the Huron term for Sainte~Marie Among the
Hurons, according to the "Description du Pais des Hurons". While the word is
poorly transcribed, it is possible that it means 'where the swamp is penetra-
ted, entered' (Potier 1920: 413), a good description of the place by the Wye
River where Sainte~Marie was located.
Ataronchronon was 'translated' by Rev. A. E. Jones as the "Nation beyond the
intervening fen of mud-bottom-lake" (Jones 1908:314). He made two major mis-
takes in his translation: a) he used the form of the noun that doesn't com-
bine with verbs in combination with a verb; and b) he used the particle "chi"
(Potier 1920: 92) in combination with the verb as well, something it could not
do.
The translation I propose is tha~ the name Ataronchronon was composed of
,atara and the verb -0- Ibe water, wetl (Potier 1920: 401). The vowel -0- was
nasalized because of the following nasal vowel, much like the -e- was in some
recordings of the name for the Rock tribe of the Huron. The meaning would
then be, 'people who 1ive where the ea rth is swampy'.
The name "Ataronchronon" appeared only in 1637 (JR13: 61) and 1640 (JR19: 125).
The people were said to live in the four villages named by the French Sainte-
Anne, St. Denis, St. Jean and St. Louis, the first two and the last located
near the Hogg River, and the third close to the mouth of the Sturgeon River.

c1697 French-Huron dictionary, ms.
Heidenreich, Conrad

1971 Huronia: A History and Geography of the Huron Indians
Toronto, McClellanrl and Stewart Ltd.

Jones, Rev. A. E.
1908 8endake Ehen or Old Huronia

Toronto, Ontario Bureau of Archives, Fifth Report.
Potier, Pierre

1920 "Elementa Grammaticae", "Radices Huronicae", and "Extraits de
L 'evangele" in the Fifteenth Report of the Bureau of Archives
for the Province of Ontario, Toronto, ppl-157, 159-455, and
457-688 respectively.

Thwaites, Reuben Gold
1896-1901 The Jesuit Relations and Allied Documents

Cleveland, Burrows Bros.



An address by The Honourable Marcel Masse, M.P. for Frontenac, Minister of
Communicat ions. Toronto, April 26, 1986.

I am very pleased that I can participate, if only for a few hours, in this
Eighteenth Annu.l1 Meeting of your Association. It gives me the chance to
share my ideas about Canada's archaeological heritage, a topic which is close
to my heart. I find it very appropriate that this meeting should be taking
place in Toronto, a city which, thanks to its geographical position, its arch-
aeological institutions, and the many distinguished researchers who founded
them or have come from them, has long influenced the development in Canada of
prehi s to ri c a rchaeo logy.

The role which your Association has played in this same field and, more spe-
cifically, in such areas as the development of research techniques, management
and promotion has also been of undeniable importance.

Since its foundation eighteen years ago, the C.A.A. has established itself as
an effective advocate for the preservation of archaeological s1 tes and remains
in every part of our country, as well as a respected public forum for the ex-
pression and discussion of archaeological concerns .

.,
As a matter of fact, one can only be impressed by the persistence with which
the Association has, for more than a decade, attempted to alert the previous
Government - unfortunately to no avail - to the pillage, to the natural and
industrial destruction and to the rapid disappearance of what is incontestably
a fragile and non-renewable cultural resource.

In response to the complaints by the Archaeological Association to the Depart-
ment over many years that the Cul tural Property Import and Export Act was in-
adequate, that it did not protect archaeological heritage in Canada, I asked
my personal staff -- and particularly my Cultural Adviser Patricia Finlay, --
to organize meetings wi th the Archaeological Association, Departmental offic-
ials and my office.

Au printemps de 1985, L'ACA rencontre Patricia Finlay et des fonctionnaires du
Ministere. 11 est convenu que Le Memoire de L'ACA sera distribue aux pro-
vinces, aux organismes patrimoniaux, aux agences et ministeres federaux res-
ponsables du patrimoine et aux autochtones pour avoir leur opinion sur le docu-
ment en question.

En automne 1985, Patricia Finlay et des fonctionnaires du ministere expliquent
a L'ACA, au cours d'une conference telephonique, que la consultation ne por-
tait pas a conclure qu'il etait necessaire d'amender la Loi Sur L'Exportation
et L'Importation des Biens Culturels, mais qu'elle soulignait plutot la neces-
site de mettre sur pied une politique dont s'inspirerait une legislation pour
une meilleure protection du patrimoine archeologique, particulierement en ce
qui concerne les excavations des sites archeologiques.



Your position papers, recently submitted to me, have decisively influenced our
awareness of the archaeological realities in Canada. They have also led to
the crystallization of a number of on-going initiatives within the government
of Canada and they have provided us with the means to focus clearly our dis-
cussions. In this respect, I have adopted the recommendations made in your
last position paper, namely that:

-we undertake the drafting of legislation;
-a process of consultations be initiated regarding the proposed legislation;
-and that alternatives be developed for a rational and effective management
of archaeological heritage resources in areas of federal jurisdiction.

Furthermore, you should rest assured that the implementation of this approach
will give full consideration to your many concerns regarding the professional,
social, ethical and legal facets of the archaeological endeavour.

For example, we will examine such issues as traditional native sites and bur-
ial grounds and I would 1ike to'thank the Inuit people for sending me a posi-
tion paper on their views. We will deal with the interpretation of controver-
sial legislation such as underwater archaeology, the question of ownership
rights and that of illegal trade in archaeological specimens. I want to as-
sure you that I sha re these concerns with you, and that thi s Government is
committed to working with you in addressing them as effectively as possible.

Archaeology in Canada

Through its long and exciting developmental history whi ch began with the early
investigations of many 19th-century "Naturalists", in pre-Confederation days,
your discipline has developed into what we consider to be "L'Instrument Pri-
vilegie" for study and thoughtful appreciation of the Prehistoric and Early
Historic Past.

Thanks to your continuing work - increasingly carried out in an inter-disci-
plinary fashion - the whole of the country is now better able to understand
the ancient foundations of the nation.

There is no doubt in my mind that the realization by us all of how lengthy and
complex have been the cultural processes which underly our society results
very much from your collective efforts as expressed by your relatively young
but dynamic Association.

This is especially well illustrated by your Canadian Journal of Archaeology
which, over the years, has served to advance our knowledge on topics such as
the early peoples of the new world, the importance and geographical extent of
aboriginal trade in Prehistoric times, the many facets of Prehistoric land use,
social organization and artistic expressions, and not the least, the need to
properly manage such important resources. As an Association and as individual
professional or avocational archaeologists, you have become the principal ad-
vocates on behalf of Canada's archaeological heritage and for its constant
diffusion and celebration.



However, despite its illustrious history, despite the progress made in the
field and in the laboratories, archaeology in Canada still faces many serious
challenges. For example, the rapidly expanding industrial forces at work in
many regions of Canada are disturbing or destroying archaeological sites at
an alarming rate, and jeopardizing the record of our past.

I also realize that this problem is particularly acute in our northern regions,
which recently have become increasingly accessible and where, especially in the
Arctic, archaeological remains are very vulnerable to the effects of industrial
development. However, the present conjuncture indicates that this situation -
the constant and rapid loss of our archaeological resources can be rectified.
In fact, Native Groups, Governments and private industry are now inclined to
agree that the preservation of our northern archaeological heritage and, for
that matter, of our "Patrimoine Archeologique National", should be a major
element of any industrial expansion strategy.

Over the past few years, this attitude has been reflected in the creation of
agencies in Yukon and in the Northwest Territories which, in coordination and
collaboration with the Archaeological Survey of Canada, are working towards
the study and conservation of archaeological resources.

It is also reflected in the application of guidelines for northern land use;
in financial measures designed to facilitate and accelerate the development of
research and management and in the recent inclusion of the same concerns as key
elements in the elaboration of a global northern conservation approach by the
Department of Indian and Northern AHai rs.

Given this context, it is clear that the time has come for the Government of
Canada to help create the necessary conditions and for it to act as a facili-
tator in the development of a rational approach in the area of Archaeological
research, management, protection, conservation and dissemination. The time
has come for the Government to coordinate its various efforts and initiatives
and to undertake the appropriate research and consultations in order to reach
a lasting and satisfactory solution.

It therefore gives me great pleasure to announce that I have established the
necessary mechanisms for the development of an overall policy and a coordinated
body of legislation regarding matters of archaeological heritage.

He are al ready in the process of examining legislation in the Provinces and in
other countries: the policy developed by the Government of Canada will respect
the specific needs of Canada's archaeological scene. In doing all this and

'much more, we intend to consult with you most actively. As a matter of fact,
tomorrow morning, officials of my Department will be holding an information
session on the subject, during which you will be able to present your views on
any number of concerns and thus initiate what shoUld be a most productive con-
sultative process.

In the same vein, I can tell you that officials of my Department have also es-
tablished close working relationships with other Departments and agencies



which have responsibility for and expertise in the care of Canada's archaeolo-
gical resources. More particularly, I am referring to the Departments of En-
vironment, of Indian and Northern Affairs, and to the National Museums of
Canada, which have important mandates and many years of experience in the area
under consideration. In short, the main goal of the initiatives, research and
consuHation which have been undertaken is to develop or achieve a positive
consensus on the issues we are discussing here today.

If we are to reach our objectives, it will be necessary for all concerned Fed-
eral agencies to join forces. Similarly, we will need to consult very actively
with our provincial and territorial counterparts in order to ensure compati-
bility and complementarity between the various levels of jurisdiction. Fi-
nally, the success of this approach will very much depend on the participation
of Native Groups and Associations and, needless to say, on your collective col-
laboration.

You have al ready demonstrated your deep concern and your spi ri t of cooperation
in the discussions that have been hel d for some time now. The momentum you
have helped to deve 1op is further moti vati on for me to move forwa rd, towa rds
a positive and, as I said, innovative solution to the many problems confront-
ing our prehistoric and historic archaeological heritage.

I hereby invite you to pursue the discussions already undertaken and I look
forward to your many contributions to the up-coming consultations.

Archaeological heritage is
appreciation for the past.
cannot permit the pill age,
must explore.

a powerful educational tool for instilling a deep
If it is to fulfill its vital mission, however, we

degradation and destruction of the sites which it

Otherwise, our culture and that of future generations will be sadly impover-
ished. It is our responsibility to recognize the severity of this problem and
to re-evaluate our thinking regarding research and the managment of archaeo-
logical resources.

We must therefore do everything in our power to foster, and to coordinate
through efficient management, all of the complex elements of the archaeological
enterprise: namely, inventory as well as excavation; pragmatic as well as
philosophical considerations; analysis, conservation, dissemination of inform-
ation, as well as various promotional measures.

In this respect, the Government of Canada is pleased to contribute to the con-
struction of the new t1useum of ~1anwhich, in the years to come, will betoken
our dynamism and abil i ty in demonstrating to ourselves and to the world the
wonders of our past, whether they find their expressions in ancient stone tools,
in petroglyphs, in modest dwellings or in the shipwrecks of early European ex-
plorers.

Comme'lOllS le savez tous, les problemes dont nous traitons aujourd'hui s'inscri-
vent dans le contexte beaucoup plus vaste du patrimoine culturel au sens



large du terme. A ce projet, j'ai deja annonce la formation d'un groupe de
travail charge d'evaluer le mandat des Musees Nationaux du Canada. Je m'at-
tends a ce qu'il me remette tres prochainement son rapport. Notre attention
s'est aussi portee sur de nombreux autres aspects de la question dont, en
particulier, 1 'importance economique grandissante des diverses activities
reliees au domaine patrimonial.

It goes without saying that because of its complexity and its unique concerns,
archaeology must be given special consideration.

I would like to say that we are witnessing the emergence of a collective, gen-
uine understanding of the importance of archaeology to our cultural history.
There is also the corollary desire to ensure that through appropriate methods,
techniques, as well as management and legislative mechanisms, these remains
which bespeak of our predecessors will be protected for our pleasure and en-
lightenment as well as for that of future generations.

Let us, then, join forces in order to achieve the goal with which we all agree:
the development of a body of policy and legislation for the lasting protection
of our Canadian Archaeological Heritage. In closing, I want to congratulate
Robert Janes, the previous President of your Association, for his persistence
and dedication and to extend a welcome to your new President, Dr. David Burley.
I am sure we will work well together.

There is already one kind of free trade between Canada and the United States--
in Canadian heritage artifacts.

The Canadian Archaeological Association made that claim a year ago in a brief
sent to Marcel Masse, minister of communications, as part of a campaign to
stop what they see as the unrestricted export of Canadian artifacts.

"Objects of national cultural significance are more or less pawns in a highly
competitive intennational market and are sold to the highest bidder," said Dr.
Robert Janes, director of the Prince of Wales Northern Heritage Centre in Yel-
lowknife and president of the association.

The archaeologists hope to meet Masse during their annual convention in Toronto
in April to ask him to toughen the 1977 Cul tural Property Export and Import Act.

The Act is designed to do two things: Prevent the export of Canadian historic
or pre-historic objects of "national importance" and to allow customs to seize
illegally exported objects from other countries and return them.

According to Janes, valuable Canadian objects are falling bet~leen the legal



cracks in the act. The official guide to the Act says it was adapted from a
British system which is a compromise between scholars who believe heritage ob-
jects should not be sold and the demands of private dealers and collectors.

Under the Act, an object must be of "national importance" before export can
be restricted. If someone wants to export an object of any kind - a fossil,
an archaeological find, ethnological art or a piece of Canadiana - it is sent
to an expert examiner who decides if it is of "national importance" and who
estimates its minimum monetary value.

In i979, the Canadian Archaeological Association voted to refuse to place a
value on any archaeological object that is submitted for an export permit.

"We question why archaeological objects have a government sanctioned monetary
value," Janes··said. We think that increases the markets in such objects."
The archaeologists' brief said that the government made a mistake in believing
only "rare and important pieces" will be subject to export control. "In re-
ality such 'rare pieces' constitute the norm in the market where uniqueness
and rarity are the primary factors regulating price.

If a permit is denied, the Cultural Property Review Board can delay the export
of any object from two to nine months to allow a Canadian institution to buy
the object by matching the export price. If no offer is forthcoming, the ob-
ject can then be exported even if it is of "outstanding significance and na-
tional importance."

The most controversial export, of three British Columbia works of native art,
was perfectly legal under the act but it left the archaeological community
fuming and an art dealer caught in the middle.

In 1983, Howard Roloff, a Victoria-based dealer in U.S. Indian art purchased
a Haida tobacco mortar and a Salish "seated human figure bowl with rattle-
snakes" and applied for an export permit. The objects, from a private collec-
tion, were discovered in 1960 on private property.

The expert examiner in the case fonowed the policy of the Canadian Archaeolo-
gical Association and refused to put a monetary value on the objects. The ex-
port permit was issued and archaeologists began a campaign to retain the mortar
and bowl in Canada.

Donald Bunyan, president of the Archaeological Association af British Columbia,
sent protest letters to then cOllTllunications minister Francis Fox and B.C. pro-
vincial secretary James Chabot. "1~e got a sympathetic but essentially delaying
reply," Bunyan sai d. Roloff then sol d the objects to a cl ient in the United
States.

In 1984, Roloff
export permi t.
tura 1 Property
institution to

obtained a second seated human figure bowl and applied for an
The expert examiner again refused to issue a permit. The Cul-
Review Board then set a two month period to allow a Canadian

buy it. No one came forwa rd.



"We offered to donate the object to a museum in Canada," Roloff said, "How-
ever, we can't receive any tax benefits (under the cultural property act) from
the donation because it is OL!r 'stock in trade. "' Roloff said that after
three months, Ottawa issued the export permit.

At that time, the archaeologists appealed to the B.C. cabinet to have the bowl
declared a heritage object.

"We were informed by Ottawa of what was taking place," Roloff said, "and, of
course, moved our specimen out of the province (before it was designated).
When the hol d had expi red we exported it out of the country."

In late December, the B.C. Heritage Branch accepted arguments by Roloff's law-
yer that the dealer had acted in good faith. Because the bowl was designated
after the export permit was granted, the province had no choice but to re-
scind the designation.

Roloff agrees with the archaeologists the act is not working. "It doesn't
necessarily restrict the flow of art from leaving the country,"he said. "The
problem from a dealer's standpoint is that the government has a legally binding
way of tying up one's capital without paying interest or making financial bene-
fit to the dea 1er. "

Said Janes: "That these two stone bowls could go out of the country, is seri-
ous in my view. The bottom line is that archaeological property that is con-
sidered to be significant shouldn't be allowed to leave the country, irrespec-
tive of what somebody wants to pay."

Letter to the Editor
The Toronto Star
One Yonge Street
Toronto, Ontario

Our compliments to Mr. Robin Rowland and The Star for the well researched ar-
ticle concerning the sale of archaeological artifacts from Canada and prob-
lems with the 1977 Cul tural Property Export and Import Act (April 5/86). The

,Ontario Archaeological Society fully supports the Canadian Archaeological As-
sociation and the Archaeological Association of British Columbia but can
sympathize with thedilemmaOf artifact/art dealers. It is long overdue that
the Act be changed to effecti vely protect our heri tage resources.

Dr. Donald Brown
President, Ontario Archaeological Society



The 54-year-old Milton resident began digging the foundation for his new fam-
ily home in a vacant lot near the Niagara Escarpment on Tuesday, only to have
a startl ing encounter with the previous tenants.
When an excavating machine began scooping out buckets of earth, a shocked Mr.
Gaetan watched dozens of human bones tumble out of the shovel.
Officia13 of the Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Culture confirmed yester-
day that Mr. Gaetan's property is the site of a 300-year-old Indian burial
ground.
Halton Regional Police cordoned off the site yesterday as provincial archaeolo-
gists from the ministry and the Ontario Heritage Foundation began sifting
through the bones, skulls and artifacts.
Peter Carruthers, leader of the archaeological team, said the site is "very
definitely a significant find. It's impossible to determine the scale of the
site, but it could be quite extensive."
Mr. Carruthers said those buried at the site "were probably an Iroquoian people
who lived in the area" about 300 years ago.
Along with several intact bones and hundreds of fragments, archaeologists have
found a copper tub built in France, pieces of deer hide and a conch shell in
the 10-metre-square hole. Mr. Carruthers said the Indians probably got the
tub and the shell from early white explorers.
Peter Watson, who was operating the excavator on Tuesday, said, "I was bringing
out a scoopful when out rolled a bunch of bones.
"I decided to go back in for another bucket.
figured I'd better stop."
Mr. Gaetan, who works at a Milton limestone quarry, said his construction plans
are on hold until ministry officials decide what to do with the site.
"I don't know what to do," he said. "But I know I don't want to build on top of
it."

He currently lives with his eldest son in a house across the street from the
burial ground, and planned the new house for him, his wife and a younger son.



Mr. Carruthers said no decision will be made about the future use of the site
until native groups and historians have beeR consulted.
"These things are never cut and dried, because there are very many interests
involved.
"But the landowner is being very co-operative, and that's always nice."

From The Globe and Mail, May '86

The news of the accidental discovery of another historic Neutral Indian ceme-
tary possibly similar to Grimsby made its way into the newspapers early in
May. Excavations for the foundations for a new home resulted in the disturb-
ance of a number of human burials. Investigation of the disturbance by M.C.C.
Southern Region archaeologist Peter Carruthers resulted in the finding of cop-
per trade kettles, a complete whelk shell and cut shell fragments including
many discoidal and tubular white shell beads, among the bones.
The O.A.s. offered any services it could provide including the volunteers who
are listed with the Society as available. At the time it was not possible to
state if the site woul d be excavated or not, so the volunteers were sent a
prel iminary notice to stand by.
At the time of writing the decisions concerning the site's immediate future
are not yet made. The Six Nations Indian Council, the owner Mr. Gaetan, the
Ministry of Citizenship and Culture and the Cemetaries Branch are involved in
discussions towards a solution that will combine the interests of all parties
without depriving the land owner. Details are still in process of being
worked out. The cooperation of the land owner, and the enthusiasm and inter-
est of the local community have been commendable. One of the options available
is to cover the site and conserve it in place. Our sympathies and thanks go
to Mr. Gaetan for his willingness to adjust his plans. We also thank the vol-
unteers who responded that they were ready if called upon.

The views expressed in items in this
publication do not necessarily represent
the views of the editor or of the
Ontario Archaeological Society.



The Society is pleased to announce that the price of past issues of ONTARIO
ARCHAEOLOGY41, 42, 43 and 44 has been reduced from $8 to $6, and that ON-
TARIO ARCHAEOLOGY31, the Index Issue, has been reduced from $4.50 to $1.
This volume is provided with an update sheet to the current issue. Postage
and handling are extra if required, as before. Please enquire at the Soci-
ety's office for specific issues and terms.

Future issues of ONTARIO ARCH~EOLOGYand MONOGRAPHSIN ONTARIO ARCHAEOLOGY
will continue to be issued to the members free as they appear and for sale
to non-members at prices to be determined, plus postage and handling.

Pas t-Pres i dent Mima Kapches has brought forth a fine baby boy, born April 18,
and named Constantine. So that's why you missed the CAA, Mima?

Corinne Gerbis, was at London
Catherine Janes, was at Waterloo
Beverly Anne Lee, was at Sudbury
Gail Jackson, was at Thunder Bay
Sue Paglia, was at Woodbridge
Grant H. Toml inson, was at Toronto
Roger Eacock, was at Mississauga

To put our mailing addresses on disc (800 approx.), keep them updated, and
print off adhesive address labels, in sequence, approx. once per month.
(Preferably IBM compatible; sequence determined by 2nd class mailing require-
ments - supplied.)

Make your hobby pay - quotes to or further information: Mike Kirby, (416)-
484-9358.



Deadline for submissions for the next ARCH
NOTES is July 16. The issue will be mailed
on Augus t 4, 1986. Pl ease note the Editor's
new address (on the back page) for your mail-
ing.

1986. The closing date for nominations for the vacant position of
Director on the 1986 Executive will be July 15, 1986. Please submit
your nominees' names to: Mike Kirby, (416) 484-9358, Mima Kapches,
(416) 465-9744, or Gayle Winship, (416) 789-0718.

1987. Three volunteers are required to serve as a Nominating Committee
for the 1987 O.A.S. Executive. If you are interested, please let the
O.A.S. office know as soon as possible.

For those attending the shell conference in Rochester, N. Y. later this year
and seeking overnight accommodation, a list of available hotels and motels
in the Rochester and Monroe County area has been provided by George R. Hamell.
For information please contact the Society office at (416) 223-2752. Also
see AN86-2 :27.

The Toronto Historical Board's Civic Museum Task Force filed its report in
March 1986. It recommends "that the concept of a museum to interpret the
history of Toronto be endorsed in principle" and calls for a $100,000 further
Planning and Financial Feasibility Study. The Toronto Star has supported the
idea of a Toronto museum editorially and the Sunday Sun poll last July indi-
cated the majority of respondents were in favour of such a museum, that it
should be downtown, in a reclaimed historic building and there should be a
nominal entry charge.

A copy of this report is available in the Society's library.

The Champlain Society is a unique organization specialising in the publication
of previously unpublished or rare material relating to the history of Canada,
and collections of documents on different themes. These are provided to mem-
bers as they appear. The annual fee is $30. Application should be made to



the Champlain Society, Royal York Hotel, 100 Front Street West, Toronto, Onto
M5J lE3.
The Annual Meeting of the Champlain Society will be held at the Grange, 317
Dundas Street West, Toronto, June 16, 1986 at 4:00 p.m. Following the formal
meeting there will be an address by Dr. Barry Gough concerning his editing
The Journals of Alexander Henry the Younger, followed by refreshments.

As promised in our last issue (AN86-2:42), details of the Society's 1986 COl-
lOSAl SPECIAL BUS TRIP accompany this issue as a separate flyer. Once again
many O.A.S. members are volunteering time to assist the group on sites of
their specific knowledge and interest, and whose on-site expertise makes our
trips so unique and valuable. The Society would like to thank Dr. Richard B.
Johnston, Sheryl Smith, Dr. Jame"s Pendergast, W. Bruce Stewart and Nick Adams
for their intended participation as guides, the provincial and federal guide
staffs waiting for us at Serpent Mounds and Petroglyphs Provincial Parks,
Battle of the Windmill, Fort Wellington National Historic Park, Crysler Farm
Battle >ield and Upper Canada Village, the Cataraqui Research Foundation and
Queen's University staff.

Volunteers are already registering in the hope of being part of a crew this
comlng season. If you are excavating and con accommodate volunteer help,
please contact OAS office.

The Smith Symposium, to be held at the Buffalo Museum of Science in October
(unfortunately conflicting with the dates of the O.A.S. Symposium), covers
the late pleistocene and early holocene paleoecology and archaeology of the
eastern Great lakes region. Speakers will include Paul Karrow, Jock
McAndrews, Peter Storck, R. Michael Gramly and Arthur Roberts.

The following are available free (f.o.b. Society office) to anyone who
wants them:
INTERNATIONAL WILDLIFE MAGAZINE, approx. 19 issues, 1978-1987;
NATURAL HISTORY MAGAZINE, approx. 70 issues, 1970-1978.
Please contact office at (416) 223-2752 to pick up or make arrangements
for shipping.



The a.A.S. now has members in every Province of Canada except P.E.I. and
in a Territory (thanks, Margaret), also in twenty four of the United
States and four other,countries.

Excavations at the Ballynacree Site (DkKp-S) on the Winnipeg
in Northwestern Ontario. This is a multi-component Archaic,
duck, Selkirk, French Fur Trade, and English Fur Trade site.
are provided (tent camp on the Winnipeg River). For further

River, Kenora,
Laurel, Black-

Room and board
detail s con tact:

C. S. "Paddy" Reid
Regional Archaeologist
Ministry of Citizenship and Culture
P. O. Box 2880
Kenora, Ontario
P9N 3X8
(807) 468-8928

"In the great past, deep water covered all the earth. The air was filled
with birds, and great monsters were in possession of the waters, when a bea-
utiful woman was seen by them fall ing from the sky."

- A. E. Smith
The Museum of Indian Archaeology proudly presents the play: "Skygrasper: an
entertainment based upon a Seneca Legend." It will be performed outdoors at
the Lawson Prehistoric Indian Village adjacent to the Museum of Indian Arch-
aeology, 1600 Attawandaron Road, London, Ontario from June 11 to June 14,
19S6 and June 17 to June 21, 1986. The performances wi 11 commence each even-
ing at 7:00 p.m.
This unique and powerful story lies at the base of Iroquoian legend. It ex-
plains the mysterious origin of the human race, and the spirits of good and
evil.
The Museum of Indian Archaeology encourages the public to take this unique
opportunity to view a native legend come to life~
Tickets will be available after May 11, 1986 at The Museum of Indian Arch-
aeology.
For more information call Sarah Weisman (519) 473-1360.



STUDIES IN
SOUTHWESTERN

ONTARIO
ARCHAEOLOGY

I he Role' oi tt,c AmalC'w Ar;.;h~ologi51 )amrs Kt'fon
I he Archaculopy of IhcSolllheaslern Huron Basin Brion Dt>fft'f, Chris Elluond Ian Ktn)'on
An Eady Wo.'dland (. ampon InvcrhUfon Bay' W,II/um A. Fox
rhcCulwrc H,slmy of 1.0l1g Point: A.n Inlcnm Rcpon - Wilham A. Fox
Thr MIll Stream Cluster" The Otnrr Side of the' Coin· Ronald F. W,lliamson
An lonial Rrport on lhe Oymod; Villages (AeH,·2)· William A. Fox
M.ddle ;rot,uman St:ltlmlcnl Alona the lower Nilh River and Horner Creek Drainages Charier Nixon
Dolls, Dcml)n~ or DIce" An 11lIroduction 10 the SavagcSite Figurines· Carl R. Murphy
The Foliate 8dace and The FellaH: Biracc As Knife' William A. Fox
LIthic Tool~ from lhe McEwen SiteIBcH~·17)· William A. Fox
III (ase 01 FlIL" Burned Lonllhuusc511l a Neullal Village' Gory Warrick
Sagtlrd's ';Ra~':tdc Rougt" of Ib20t . Ian Kenyon
The Grim$b~' Cemctcrv· A Sc'cund I ()O~· Ian Ken.von and William A. Fox
Echo lht h~e~ctptr' A Ninetttll1h Century Iroquois Sile· Ian Kenyon and Thomas Kenyon
f'herc: Wa.\ all Englishman, a Scotsman and an Irishman .... · Neal Ferflsand Ian Kenyon
Ru!tons I Ilave Known· Neal ferriS
Agt a)ld s.:-, hJcnlifll;allon In the: StlITUP Court Cemetery· Mellon Cook, Linda Gibbs Qnd Michael W. S/Wm.'I!
You, Your M,,:rucomputn, and Basic Decay· hler Reid
1 he WaJh fha! Wouldn': Ik Straight· Ian Kenyon

William A. Fox, Editor
Occasional Publications No. I

ofth.
LONDON CHAPTER OF THE ONT ARlO ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY (INC.)

A collection of res~ar..:h etrllcler. st:lected Iro,n ten ye~rs ur tn~ I 'II"JOO1
Chapter's newsletter. KEWA. covenng the full r~n~ of ~JOl,lrIO culfure-hlsIIH) froln
the Paleo-Indidn period to the nineteenth centlJry (see over).

" ... (this VOIU"'ld is an indispensable research .'lol' for serml.ls drchaeologi5U wur1.:inq
throughout tfle Great l.akt", region. ana farther dfleIJ .... Nc:r :an I imagint: that ~Ilt?'r
reading this volu~ ilnyone truly interested in O-.t' archa~f)!04Y of the lower Great
'_akes region could fail to become a regular suMCflber (0 Kl WA."

oruce G. Trigger
McGllI U01versity

No.2 Archaeological Consulting in Ontario: Papers of the London Conference 1985
A volu"Tle of contribu:t:1 papers from archaeo!ogists represeO'\l1ng both the
public and private sector. Survey a5!leSsment reliability, heritage legislation
and Native burials are amollg the topics addressed through case studies.

No.} The Savage Site: Iroquei.n [_pansion in Southwestern Ontario Carl Murphy
This study reports un the findings from the Savage Site. an early 1";th
century Iruquoian OCCUp'ltiOll in «ent Count,. Southwestern Ontario :ate
prehistory and relations between Iroquoian and Younge Tradition peov1e5 in
this frontier region ilre outlined.

No.4 Ceramic Tableware in Nineteenth Century Ontario Ian Kenyon
A survey of ceramic use, as documented in historical and archaeological
sources is presented. FOrln and styli5tic change of ceramics during the
nineteenth century are discu5s~d, a!l well as emphasizing the social and
econOlnic dimensior·s of inte',·uleting this artifact class.

Please send me information on future publications from the chapter
Please send me information on the Ontario Archaeological Society
Please send me information on the London r::hapter of the OAS

Cost: \9.')0 per copy
$2.00 postage and handling

(for every order of
:5 copie5 Ilf less)
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